
Reading and composition, in all of the many teaching units in which it is offered, presents complex challenges for instructor and
student alike. The learning objectives for an R&C course force several sophisticated processes to the fore simultaneously: reading
actively and critically; working through an interrelated set of questions about texts, art works, films, and other kinds of primary
works; covering a lot of reading in a limited amount of time; processing all these new thoughts through class discussion and
journaling about the readings; and, of course, composing drafts, substantively revising, and polishing up formal essays.

R&C is also one of a very few teaching appointments in which GSIs may have responsibility for the design of the course as well as
the learning activities and grading. Because of the complexity of the courses and the degree of responsibility the GSIs take on, this
section of the Teaching Guide analyzes several aspects of R&C and offers some suggestions for designing and teaching them.
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The shape of a Reading and Composition (R&C) course is influenced by multiple agents: the College of Letters and Science (L&S),
which created the requirement; the department or program you are teaching in; the individual instructor (and of course the
intellectual project you design for the course); and the students whose learning needs your course must address. These
influences are addressed in this section.

The Function of R&C Courses
Guidelines of the College of Letters and Science 
Department Guidelines
GSI Interests: Intellectual Project and Teaching Experience 
Students' Needs

The Function of R&C Courses
With one or two majors as exceptions, all undergraduates are required to take two semesters of the course (A and B), though
some satisfy the A course requirement through Advance Placement (AP) or other testing. Through these courses students
progress from high school writers of five-paragraph opinion essays with a funnel introduction to skilled college writers mastering
critical analysis, interpretive arguments, longer and more sophisticated papers, and some research skills.

It is intended that students take these courses, in A-B order, as freshmen and sophomores, to enhance their learning and
performance in upper-division courses later on.

If you are devising a syllabus for an R&C course for the first time, you are likely to think the most about choosing readings and
defining an overall narrative for your course. These are, of course, exciting and essential. As you draft or re-draft your syllabus,
though, you also need to consider how your course fits into the larger picture within your department and the University.

Guidelines of the College of Letters and Science
The College of Letters and Science (L&S) sets the basic policy for Reading and Composition courses. The Reading and
Composition Curricular Goals and Guidelines (pdf), newly approved by L&S in 2011, is based on the Reading and
Composition Committee report of 1989 (pdf), which proposed the R&C requirement and described its intended practices and
objectives.

The Reading and Composition Curricular Goals and Guidelines (pdf) is an essential document for R&C GSIs to be familiar
with, though the 1989 report remains important. In relation to the 1989 report, the 2011 Goals and Guidelines document gives
more explicit information about the differences between the first-semester and second-semester courses, updates the guidelines
for reading lists, and gives new rules about the nature and due date of the final paper or project for the courses. GSIs should
become familiar with it as they prepare to teach an R&C course.

The following are highlights from the 1989 report (pdf) and discuss a number of principles underpinning design and instruction
in R&C courses.

The aim of 1A and 1B is to improve the student's ability to write clearly, effectively, and accurately about subjects of intellectual 
complexity.
Such writing -- and the kinds of thinking that make such writing possible -- is both a practical necessity for college students and 
a significant step in the life of the mind generally.
The major emphasis of 1A and 1B will be on practicing the enabling skills of writing and reading, both in class and out of class. 
1A and 1B should be designed to encourage students to write frequently and attentively enough for them to experience how 
writing extends thought.
Through frequent writing, class discussions, and conferences, 1A and 1B will introduce relatively inexperienced writers to the 
process, pleasure, and discipline of composing.

A number of skills are advanced as essential to students' effective writing and reading:

Recognizing in their reading, and being able to express in their writing, a full and balanced presentation of ideas.
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Moving from concrete to abstract and vice versa; engaging the mind of the reader and involving the reader progressively in the 
development of the writer's idea.
Practicing the distinction between observation and inference; replacing fruitless opinionating with original perception sustained 
by pertinent evidence. This also trains students to establish increasing intellectual independence.
Practicing rewriting. Discovering ways to open up and clarify what is in their idea; knowing how to spend time reworking an idea 
until they make it their own -- until, that is, they establish authority over it.
Practicing rereading. Cultivating the expectation, parallel with that of rewriting, that texts other than their own will provide a 
fullness of understanding and that students will discover and appreciate new dimensions of that fullness through rereading.

In addition to L&S, several other stakeholders are involved in the shape of an R&C course.

Department Guidelines
Each teaching unit offering R&C courses will express its own disciplinary orientation in the guidelines it generates for choosing 
readings. The diversity in orientations among disciplines enriches students' choices in fulfilling a course requirement; it also 
allows the participating departments an opportunity to introduce undergraduates to their disciplines.

Many of the larger R&C teaching units have written guidelines. Some do not have formal documents but will give helpful examples
and offer comments on your proposal. If your department has a 300-level pedagogy course for R&C GSIs, that is the ideal source
of this information. Consult with the instructor of record, the faculty member serving as GSI coordinator, the pedagogy instructor,
or other R&C instructors in your teaching unit for guidelines and guidance. Further, the student affairs officer in your department
may have a file of past R&C syllabi to look at.

GSI Interests: Intellectual Project and Teaching Experience
The intellectual project you design is an exciting aspect of teaching an R&C course: leading a group of students through a set of 
visual or verbal "texts" you have already enjoyed, and making new conceptual connections. It's an important part of your 
formation as an academic professional as well, and in that sense it's helpful to think of your job as translating your intellectual 
interests into a sequence of learning experiences for students. The payoff for students is that your enthusiasm for the material 
makes your teaching much more interesting and effective.

Some GSIs dislike guidelines that require them to teach genres and works that are outside their research specialties and would 
rather keep to what motivates them the most. It's important to remember, however, that your intellectual and professional 
formation are constantly enriched through teaching less familiar or perhaps (to you) less scintillating works. Think ahead to the 
teaching repertoire you will be able to show off to prospective employers when you come to the job market. Many institutions will 
be interested in your range as well as your depth.

Students' Needs
GSIs teaching R&C need to keep in mind that Reading and Composition courses are, above all, courses that teach undergraduates
important skills of college-level writing, critical reading, and, in the case of 1B, incorporating research into writing. While your own
interests may help define the topic and texts for the course, you must make sure that the course is helping all your students
develop the academic skills they need to succeed at Berkeley.

Coming from a variety of high school backgrounds, students will display a wide variety of assumptions and skill levels. As R&C 
instructors we need to address both -- what the students initially believe about adequate reading and good writing, and their 
actual practices as they go about developing them.
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Reading and Composition Curricular Goals and Guidelines 1

Approved by the L&S Executive Committee on April 13, 2011 
 

Curricular Goals 

Reading and Composition (R&C) courses should be designed to encourage students to write 
frequently and attentively enough for them to experience how writing extends thought. Through 
frequent writing, class discussions, and conferences, lA and 1B will introduce relatively 
inexperienced writers to the process, pleasure, and discipline of composing. Because frequent 
practice in writing and reading is the focus of the requirement, work produced by the students 
should serve as a primary text. 

In their overall design and instructional activities, these courses should 
provide frequent occasions for students to practice the interconnectedness of reading, 
thinking, and writing.  

There are a number of skills that are essential to effective writing and reading. These skills are 
learned by and for writing, and they are extended by and for reading. 
They include: 

• Establishing increasing authority over whole structures. For writers, this means
expressing a full and balanced presentation of their ideas. For readers, this means
comprehending the relation of the parts to the whole.

• Moving from the concrete to the abstract and vice versa. Writers control the interplay of
the abstract and the concrete to engage the mind of the reader and to involve the reader
progressively in the development of the writer's idea. In principle, what students practice
as writers they heed as readers. They recognize the move from the abstract to the
concrete not only in unfolding ideas but also in establishing patterns of analysis and
evaluating the evidence they propose for their readings and analyses.

• Practicing the distinction between observation and inference. This skill trains writers
and readers to replace fruitless opinionating with original perception sustained by
pertinent evidence; it also trains them to establish increasing intellectual independence.

• Practicing rewriting. Writers discover in rewriting a way to open up and to clarify what
is in their idea. Rewriting offers writers the opportunity to understand and to explain the
fullness of their ideas. Habitual rewriting means that students know how to spend time
working on an idea until they make it their own, until, that is, they establish authority
over it.

• Practicing rereading. (Rereading in this sense parallels rewriting.) Readers with a

1 This document was excerpted and revised from the November 6, 1989 R&C Guidelines.  
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similar appetite for the fullness and understanding that rewriting provides come to 
expect such fullness and understanding from texts other than their own, and they reread 
these texts to discover and appreciate new dimensions of that fullness. 

Guidelines 

The first semester (typically 1A) requirement is normally defined as a four-unit course to be 
taken during the freshman year requiring the composition of a series of short essays.  The second 
semester (typically 1B) requirement is normally defined as a four-unit course to be taken during 
the sophomore year requiring less frequent longer essays with revision to be practiced 
throughout the semester. 

Writing 

Both the first and the second semester courses stress writing and revision, reading and rereading. 

The first semester course offers students frequent practice in a variety of forms of discourse 
leading toward exposition and argumentation in common standard English.  The course develops 
the students' fluency with sentence, paragraph, and thesis-development skills, with increasingly 
complex applications.  A short essay is normally assigned at the beginning of the semester to 
assess the students' writing skills.  Students will be assigned a minimum of 32 pages of writing, 
to be divided among a number of short essays (2-4 written pages).  The students will be required 
to revise at least three of these essays. 

The second semester course aims at developing students' fluency in writing longer and more 
complex papers, with specific attention to the development of their research skills and their 
ability to incorporate source material effectively.  A short essay (approximately three typewritten 
pages) is normally assigned at the beginning of the semester to assess the students' writing skills 
and to refresh students of the skills practiced in the first course.  Students will then be assigned 
two progressively longer essays (totaling at least 16 typewritten pages), with at least an equal 
number of pages of preliminary drafting and revising. 

Reading 

Because learning to write cannot be done outside of a context of reading, frequent practice in 
both writing and reading should be the focus of both first and second semester courses. Readings 
should be of two kinds: 1) published materials, of both a literary and non-literary character, 
including expository or argumentative essays not unlike the sort that students are asked to read 
and write during their college careers; and 2) essays produced by students themselves. The 
instructors of these courses are encouraged to construct focused reading lists that introduce 
students to a coherent area of intellectual inquiry. Readings should be substantive, chosen to 
spark critical thinking and model the elaboration of complex critical arguments, as well as to 
facilitate student writing projects.  For example, they might focus on issues of student interest, 
provide particularly good examples of writing skills, represent literary experiences that are 
valuable in their own right, or integrate reading and writing in any number of other 
pedagogically-sound ways.  Texts chosen for R&C courses should be intellectually accessible to 
lower-division students without prior work in the discipline, as well as complex enough to invite 
and reward rereading in the spirit of the R&C curricular goals. 
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Final Assessment 

The final exam requirement for R&C courses should be satisfied through an alternative form of 
assessment (i.e. paper, project, portfolio) that demonstrates the students’ mastery of the art of 
writing and revision in relation to the specific reading requirements of the course.  This 
alternative form of assessment should be due no earlier than the first day of the final exam week, 
as required by the academic senate.  The paper, project or portfolio may be included in the 
minimum 32 pages of writing stipulated above.   
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Course Design for R&C
Many of us begin our teaching by imitating the activities and formats we experienced as students. We thoughtfully plan a 
selection of readings and construct an arc for the course, we draft a course description for our department and our class 
syllabus, and we get ready to respond to whatever issues come up in the students' writing. And it works.

Over time, experienced GSIs recognize that they can be more strategic in designing a course -- that is, they know more about 
students in general and can count on addressing certain kinds of challenges their students will face as readers, thinkers, and 
writers. Planning a course becomes much more about what the students know and can do at the beginning of an R&C course and 
what they need to know and do by the end of the course. The design process recommended here involves three major 
components: course learning objectives; learning activities and assignments that will help students achieve those learning 
objectives; and evaluation of student learning. Additional logistics arise from these.

Establish Learning Objectives
Design Learning Activities
Plan Assessments of Student Learning
Gather Your Resources
A Final Comment

Establish Learning Objectives

General Skill Objectives
To draft the overall learning objectives of the course, consider what students are capable of when they enter a reading and
composition course, and what you want them to learn by the end of it. Here are some characteristics R&C teachers have seen,
especially among freshmen, and basic suggestions for learning outcomes:

Writing: In high school, students may have been taught to write a five-paragraph opinion or descriptive essay or plot summary, 
often with a funnel introduction (for instance, a paper about Hamlet might begin, “From the dawn of time…”). Many have no idea  
how to "fill" five to ten pages. In the R&C series, they need to learn write convincing five- to ten-page
argumentative/interpretive/analytical essays with reasoning based on evidence on a topic of appropriate scope. Their writing 
must be clear, standard academic prose.

Reading: Students may tend initially to read in a decoding fashion, to comprehend content and act as consumers of texts. They
largely rely on the teacher (or the Internet) to supply information about relevance or what aspects of a text to question. An R&C
course can teach many more sophisticated techniques for working with readings: scanning for structure and relevance, analyzing
parts of an argument, close reading, attending to voicing and rhetorical situation, and generally putting to use the intellectual
resources necessary to actively engage with a variety of texts and genres.

Thinking: Many beginning students make generalizations and choose examples to "prove" them; they judge based on personal 
values; or they may look for "contradictions." We might formulate our objectives for students" thinking as being able to 
independently question, analyze, make connections, contextualize, and understand the terms of the other.

Of course, students come to R&C courses with a broad range of skills, and some are very well prepared by previous courses to
move on to more sophisticated work. What follows from this is that an R&C GSI has to take into consideration the learning needs
of that full range of students.

Specific Skill Objectives
Once you have drafted general learning objectives regarding reading, writing, and thinking, try analyzing them into specific 
objectives. A sample worksheet (doc) may help you visualize how to do this, or it might work better for you to consider 
something like "Students will be able to skillfully apply the concept of strategic essentialism to analyze [an unfamiliar
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performance or object or text], and tell why their findings are significant." (The first page of the worksheet is filled out with some 
examples; the second page is blank for your use. Note that the level of analysis shown in the example on the first page gets 
perhaps more granular than you would find useful for planning. It is meant to demonstrate that a given objective may involve 
much more than one initially thinks.)

If you are teaching an R1B (or R5B) course, what skills do you want your students to gain in incorporating research results into
their writing? Objectives could include distinguishing primary and secondary sources, or scholarly and popular sources; finding
appropriate sources for projects in your field; analyzing and evaluating sources; writing an expository overview of a field; and
arguing for a particular position on an issue in the field, among others.

Many GSIs assign a complete traditional research paper, which, in a research-intensive university, is actually far more challenging
to freshmen and sophomores than it might seem. This assignment tends to focus student attention on finding any sources at all
(regardless of quality), formatting, and the end product, rather than on the learning goals. (The level of challenge can also tempt
some students to plagiarize.)

By choosing learning goals for the research requirement before defining the product, you can tailor an assignment that gets
students to develop particular skills or knowledge: The research assignment might focus on contrasting popular and scholarly
treatments of a topic, original analysis of primary sources, analyzing the major differences in two scholarly interpretations of a text
or artifact, reading and writing research abstracts, or combing through several potential sources for a research project and
evaluating them for relevance to a research question. A handout of alternative research assignments is available at the GSI
Teaching & Resource Center.

Conceptual Objectives
In addition to the skills students need to develop, your course will require students to gain fluency with some conceptual
knowledge, along with some factual knowledge so they can work with the concepts in concrete ways. What are some of the over-
arching concepts or metaphors of your course? You might think of these in terms of the overall narrative arc of your course. What
are the important concepts and the connections you want students to be able to make with the content? The answers to these
questions can generate another set of learning objectives. You can also work on the overall idea for your course by explaining it to
others, especially others outside your department. This will help you develop it more fully and break it down for undergraduates.

Try drawing a mind map or cluster diagram of the elements of the course to experiment with how the texts, objects, and ideas fit
together. Initially, do this without reference to course chronology. The purpose of the cluster activity is to come up with a lot of
connections you might not initially see just in looking at a list or schedule of readings.

Once you have generated a lot of conceptual threads, think about the order of materials and topics.

With the large conceptual and cognitive content in mind, along with a rough ordering of content, you can now etch out the
instructional units of your course. In R&C, instructional units are usually based on the subset of texts or objects about which
students write each of their formal papers (though departures from this pattern can be effective). Which concepts and
information come into play in each unit? What are the optimal places to introduce or expand on important concepts? Translate
this information into a more detailed chronology for the course.

Pull Together the Objectives
You can now begin mapping more specific skill-learning objectives onto the units of the course. What should students know and
do by the end of the first unit? In their writing, for example, what features should be sound in their first paper? What other
features do you want to see in their second paper? For example, it would be reasonable to focus on the quality of the thesis or
main question in the first paper and the use of evidence or quoted material in the second. For more on this topic seeAssignment
Design and Sequencing.

*This is a practical discussion of learning objectives. GSIs are also encouraged to consult the College of Letters and
Science's Reading and Composition Curricular Goals and Guidelines (pdf).

Design Learning Activities
What activities -- in class or as homework, in groups or as a class or on an individual basis -- are best suited to achieving or 
demonstrating each specific objective? What assignments? At this level you are working out a strategy, not each day's activities. 
Discussions, debates, presentations, group work, on-line discussions, in-class writing, and out-of-class writing are the most usual 
for these courses, but you can also think about other activities as well. GSIs have often incorporated field activities such as
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museum visits, film viewings, and theater performances into their courses. They design an overall strategy, or an instructional unit, 
to prepare students to get the most out of the field activity. (For more on activities that require financial support, see the GSI 
Center's Course Improvement Grants page.)

A frequent question in course design is how much reading to assign per week. It is often phrased as pages per week. This is overly
simple; all pages are not equal. The question of how much reading to assign needs to be answered in terms of the time required
for students to read and analyze in the ways you want them to, and the University has guidelines about this. Students are
expected to spend three hours per week per unit credit for each course they are in. This includes class time. So for a four-unit
R&C course that meets three hours per week (three hours in class, twelve overall), students have nine hours for their homework.
For the readings, you can probably count on students taking two to three times as long to read and interact with a selection as
you do. Think not just about the length of the readings, but about the level of difficulty or the degree of effort you want your
students to go to with the readings. (It will take much more time and effort to get through ten pages of a philosophical treatise
translated from eighteenth-century German than ten pages of a twentieth-century memoir originally written in English.) For more
considerations about assigning readings, please see the Reading section of the Teaching Guide for GSIs.

Plan Assessments of Student Learning
Now that you know the learning objectives and the kinds of activities that will move students toward those objectives, it's time to 
think about assessing student achievement of those objectives. These three major elements should fit well together. That is, 
grades are based on assignments for which the learning activities adequately prepare them, and grades accurately show how well 
students have reached the course learning objectives. (Students also sense the fairness and usefulness of this arrangement when 
it is well done.)

In R&C sections, the major, letter-graded assignments are usually formal papers and revisions of papers. The GSI evaluates the
papers and revisions using a rubric, which is often given to students early in the semester so they can see the traits of the formal
papers they are expected to produce. For more on grading and rubrics, see the Grading section of the Teaching Guide for GSIs.
For examples of grading rubrics for R&C sections, contact the GSI Teaching & Resource Center directly. Experienced GSIs are
also often happy to share theirs.

In addition, each class session's homework assignment and the quality of students' participation in class learning activities are 
usually evaluated. The grades for these elements of the course motivate students to commit effort to them, and they provide the 
GSI with immediate assessments of how well students are doing with course material from day to day.

One More Useful Assessment
The course itself should be evaluated during the term: the effectiveness of teaching and learning activities, fairness of grading,
resources students wish they had had earlier in the term, whether students are spending too much or too little time on the
assignments, and so on. A formal midterm evaluation instrument takes some planning to design and implement, but it is well
worth the time. Students provide valuable feedback on the teaching and learning that take place in the classroom. For more
detailed information about running a midterm evaluation, see Conducting a Midterm Evaluation.

Gather Your Resources
What resources will you need in order to make your course succeed? What will students need to use? Resources include the
readings, but also handouts, reference works, research exercises, sample student papers, announcements, and electronic or
library reserves. If your course features a research assignment, will it be essential to assess the availability of key library or
museum holdings for student use.

Readings can be made available in several formats (specific editions of books, photocopies, pdfs, etc.). Be aware that copyright 
issues apply to photocopying and to uploading other peoples' work to your course website — even in bCourses. A good place to 
start informing yourself about the policies that apply here is the UC Berkeley Center for Teaching and Learning page Using 
Copyrighted Materials in Your Classroom.

A Final Comment
It would be very difficult to achieve the perfect all-around course design in your first round of planning, so you don't need to be 
discouraged if your course is not planned to a fine level of detail before the semester starts. You might want to create the overall 
sequence and strategy at first, and then refine a couple of aspects each time you teach, based on your notes about how well 
different segments or activities have worked in the past.
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The R&C Course Syllabus
Once you have settled on the design of your course, it's time to formulate your plan for students to read in the course syllabus.
(If you have not yet worked out the fuller design of your course, see the page Course Design for R&C.) An R&C syllabus should 
have the following elements at least; your department may ask for other items not listed here.

In addition to the items detailed below, you might also wish to consult the UC Berkeley Center for Teaching and Learning web
page Components of the Syllabus.

A few examples of syllabi for R&C courses, along with some evaluation criteria, are available from the page Sample Syllabi for
R&C Courses. Your department may have others you can peruse.

Contact Information
Course name, course control number (CCN), class meeting times and location
Your name, email address, office location and hours, mailbox location

Brief Course Description
The course description on a syllabus needs to be an accessible and accurate indication of the questions and materials students
can expect to work with in your course. GSIs are often tempted to write course descriptions on the models of course descriptions
they have favored as graduate students. These descriptions may be elegant to an academic, but to a freshman or sophomore
they can look impenetrable and thus unattractive. Try to capture in your description a central curiosity, metaphor, or paradox in
your course. Try to keep it short. Avoid scholarly jargon. If you find that a technical term or phrase is central to your description,
provide a brief explanation of it and connect it with other terms that students are likely to find interesting.

Learning Objectives
In a sentence or two, indicate the overarching learning goals for your course in terms of reading, writing, and content.

Readings
Give a detailed list of books to procure, with editions specified where relevant.
If readings are provided in a hard-copy reader, tell where students can purchase it.
If readings will be available on the bCourses site or other websites, let students know.

Assignments and Grading
Major assignments with due dates and their value toward final grade
A grading rubric, or at least a brief statement of the qualities of a successful formal essay in your course
Any specific requirements you have about the form in which student work is turned in, including things that save you time such
as consistent, readable formatting or stapling pages together
Statement of your policy on late papers or other assignments

Policies
This section should at least include policies on class participation, diversity of views, accommodations for students registered with
the Disabled Students Program, and plagiarism. For more information see Creating a Section Syllabus or Information Sheet.
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GSIs usually provide a chronological list or chart of the readings, activities, and major assignments for the course.

It can be useful to stipulate that this schedule is subject to revision, in case you find you need to make adjustments partway
through the semester. If you do revise the schedule, give students the revised schedule as early as possible. They use this
information to coordinate their work for all their courses.

GSI Teaching & Resource Center
gsi@berkeley.edu
510-642-4456
301 Sproul Hall
Office Hours 9–12, 1–4
Graduate Division, UC Berkeley | © 2016 UC Regents 
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Sample Syllabi for R&C Courses
GSIs sometimes cultivate ideas for their syllabi by reading other instructors' syllabi. As you view the following sample syllabi, you 
might want to evaluate their effectiveness using a number of questions.

What elements of the syllabus do you like or dislike? Why?
Is the course narrative compelling for undergraduate students (not just the instructor)?
Are the activities described in the syllabus clearly related to learning objectives?
Is the logistical and policy information sufficient, or are there things you would add?
Does the tone of the document reflect the tone you want to adopt when interacting with students? Are there spots where the
tone is uneven? Does it sound overly casual, or jargony, or punitive?
Do the workload and the grading scheme seem reasonable for a four-unit course? (You can assume, under university policy, that
a student should expect to spend three hours a week on a course per unit credit, including the time in the classroom.)
What other questions or criteria would you use?

Sample Syllabi
Italian Studies R5B: Form, Function, Fiction (pdf)
English R1A: Caribbean Voices (pdf)
Comparative Literature R1B: Journeys, Otherworlds, Monsters (pdf)

More syllabi by GSIs can be found at the bCourses project site R&C Teaching Resources for GSIs. They are intended for use by
UC Berkeley GSIs and are therefore password protected. To gain access to this site, ask a GSI who already has access to add you
to the roster, or email a request to the GSI Center and we will add you.

If you have developed a syllabus that has worked well and you would like to share it, please send or bring it in to the GSI
Teaching & Resource Center.

GSI Teaching & Resource Center
gsi@berkeley.edu
510-642-4456
301 Sproul Hall
Office Hours 9–12, 1–4
Graduate Division, UC Berkeley | © 2016 UC Regents 
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Italian R5B, Sec. 1: 

Function, Form, Fiction 

The Idea: 

Like any good machine, stories are built to perform specific functions: personal, political, economic, or 
otherwise. In this course, we will explore how stories work by examining their functions across genres, 
media, and cultures. The principal means of this exploration will be in-class discussion, short writing 
exercises, and several research papers. The goal for the course is for students to develop writing and 
research skills that will allow them to make eloquent, informed arguments in support of a given idea. 

The Texts: 

Literature: 

Cavalleria Rusticana, Giovanni Verga 
A Farewell to Arms, Ernest Hemingway 
The Talented Mr. Ripley, Patricia Highsmith 
The Day of the Owl, Leonardo Sciascia 
Gomorrah, Roberto Saviano 

Opera/Film: 

Cavalleria Rusticana, Franco Zeffirelli (Pietro Mascagni/Giovanni Verga) 

Television: 

The Sopranos, David Chase 
Detective Montalbano, Andrea Camilleri/Alberto Sironi 

Film: 

The Talented Mr. Ripley, Anthony Minghella [and script] 
Gomorrah, Matteo Garrone 
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The Assignments: 

Attendance & Participation: 15% 

Diagnostic Essay: 5% 
Assigned: January 19 
Due: January 24 

Paper 1: 10% 
Assigned: January 31 
First Draft Due: February 7  
Final Draft Due: February 21 

Paper 2: 30% 
Assigned: February 28 
First Draft Due: March 8 
Final Draft Due: March 22 

Paper 3: 40% 
Assigned: April 3 
Draft 1 Due: April 10 
Draft 2 Due: April 19 
Final Draft Due: May 4 

The Calendar: 

NOTE I: YOU ARE EXPECTED TO HAVE READ THE ASSIGNED READINGS BEFFORE 
WE DISCUSS THEM IN CLASS. IN THE CASE OF VISUAL MEDIA, WE WILL VIEW 
THESE TOGETHER IN CLASS, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED. 

NOTE II: I will provide you with electronic or paper copies of secondary readings before we 
discuss them in class. 

DATE TEXTS 

1/17 -----------     ---------- 

1/19 Cavalleria rusticana, Verga 

1/24 Cavlleria rusticana, Zeffirelli (in class); Laughey, “What is Media Theory?” 

Frow, “Introduction” and “Approaching Genre” 

1/26 A Farewell to Arms, pp. 1-40 

1/31 A Farewell to Arms, pp. 41-160 

Graduate Student Instructor Teaching & Resource Center, Graduate Division, UC Berkeley
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2/2 Laughey, “Structuralism and Semiotics”; Frow, “Implication and Relevance” 

2/7 A Farewell to Arms, pp. 161-280 

2/9 A Farewell to Arms, pp. 281-320 

2/14 The Talented Mr. Ripley, pp. 1-60; Laughey, “Feminisms and Gender” and “Political 
Economy and Postcolonial Theory” 

2/16 The Talented Mr. Ripley, pp. 61-100 

2/21 The Talented Mr. Ripley, pp. 101-220 

2/23 The Talented Mr. Ripley, pp. 221-273 

2/28 The Talented Mr. Ripley (film) (in class); Thompson, “The Dispersal of Narrative: 
Adaptations, Sequels, Serials, Spin-offs, and Sagas” 

3/1 The Talented Mr. Ripley (film) (in class) 

3/6 The Day of the Owl, pp. 1-80; Frow, “Genre and Interpretation” 

3/8 The Day of the Owl, pp. 81-136 

3/13 Gomorrah, pp. 1-80; Frow, “System and History” 

3/15 Gomorrah, pp. 81-200 

3/22 Gomorrah, pp. 200-240 

4/3 Gomorrah, pp. 240-320 

4/5 Gomorrah (film) (in class) 

4/10 Gomorrah (film) (in class) 

4/12 The Sopranos, episode TBD; Thompson, “What Do They Think They’re Doing? 
Theory and Practice in Screenwriting” 

4/17 The Sopranos, episode TBD 

4/19 Detective Montalbano, episode TBD 

4/24 Detective Montalbano, episode TBD 

4/26 TBD 

May 4:  Final Paper Due 

Graduate Student Instructor Teaching & Resource Center, Graduate Division, UC Berkeley
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The Details: 

Course Requirements: 

The writing component of the course will focus on the drafting and revision of several essays of 
varying length, culminating in a final research paper of 10-12 pages. Other coursework will include 
short reading comprehension exercises and brief writing assignments designed to guide students 
through the processes of conducting research and incorporating secondary material into a research 
paper. Peer-response groups will play a central role in the course, as students will read and critique 
each other's writing as part of the revision process. Regular attendance and active participation are 
required. 

Prerequisites: 

Successful completion of the “A” portion of the Reading & Composition requirement or its equivalent. 

Disability-Related Accommodations: 

If you need disability-related accommodations, please inform me immediately. You can see me 
privately after class or during office hours. In order to appropriately assist you in this course, I require 
documentation from the Disabled Students’ Program. 

Attendance & Participation: 

You are allowed two free unexcused absences; each unexcused absence thereafter will result in a one-
third grade deduction (e.g. from B+ to B) from your participation grade.  If you are repeatedly late to 
class I will begin to mark you absent. Excused absences must be requested before the missed class 
begins.  

Participation is a vital aspect of this course, and an important part of your grade.  In order to get full 
marks for participation, you must come to class with your assignments prepared and be ready to 
discuss them.  Listening respectfully to the contributions of others is just as important as adding to the 
discussion yourself.   

Cell Phones, Laptops, etc. 

You are welcome to bring whatever devices you like to class, but you are expected to respect others, 
including me, by giving them your attention during class discussions, activities, etc. Failure to do so 
will result in a lowering of your participation grade and potentially the banning of certain devices from 
class. 

Graduate Student Instructor Teaching & Resource Center, Graduate Division, UC Berkeley
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Food and Drink: 

Food is not allowed in class. Drinking is acceptable, as long as it does not interfere with your active 
participation in class, or bother other students. 

Assignments: 

Papers: 

More details on each paper assignment will be given as the class progresses. Assignments will likely 
include a series of gradual steps meant to guide you through the research and writing process. 

Unless otherwise noted, I will only accept paper copies of assignments. Papers are due at the beginning 
of class on the specified date. Papers not submitted at or before the beginning of class will be marked 
down 1/3 letter grade per day (for example, a B+ will be marked down to a B).   

Our basic formatting reference for the course will be the Modern Language Association (MLA) 
Formatting & Style guidelines. While we may explore other formatting and style references, please 
assume that your papers need to adhere to MLA guidelines, which include (but are not limited to) 1” 
margins on all sides, 12-point font, double-spacing of all text, page numbers, and a header on the left 
corner of the first page that includes your name, my name, the course, and date.  

Short Writing Assignments: 

These assignments are designed to develop your writing and critical thinking skills. While the exact 
nature of these exercises will be determined by the flow of the course, in general they will be used in 
conjunction with assigned texts and your own writing, as well as that of your peers. Assignments may 
take place in class as well as out of class. bSpace might be used to facilitate the execution of these 
exercises. 

Plagiarism 

Plagiarism is a serious offense and will result in a failing grade for the plagiarized assignment and a 
report to the Center for Student Conduct.  You can find a quick overview of plagiarism and how to 
avoid it at http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/instruct/guides/citations.html 

Resources 

You may find yourself with questions on research or paper writing as the semester progresses.  While 
you are always encouraged to e-mail me or visit my office hours, you may also find the following 
resources helpful. 

Student Learning Center – http://slc.berkeley.edu 

Research Advisory Service – http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/doemoff/ras.html 

Purdue Online Writing Lab – http://owl.english.purdue.edu/ 
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Caribbean Voices 
English R1A, Section 7, Spring 08. Tuesdays & Thursdays  12:30 – 2:00. 222 Wheeler. 

This course offers an introductory overview of Caribbean literature while addressing the dual goal of Reading & 
Composition courses—to improve students’ written and oral expression.  

In the early decades of the twentieth century, the voices of writers and artists from British colonies in the Caribbean 
(collectively known as the British West Indies) contributed to the development of a national consciousness which 
would help these colonies to gain independence in the 1960s and 1970s. The course title alludes to a radio program 
which proved an important step in this process. “Caribbean Voices,” produced in London and broadcast over the 
BBC’s West Indian Service in the 1940s and 1950s,” gave writers involved with the show a forum for discussing 
how their voices were different from English voices, asking what new things they had to say, and in what new forms 
those things might be expressed. 

Our readings begin long before the last century, though, to examine the Caribbean scene from the beginning of 
European presence there, on the eve of the sixteenth century. Geographically, the course materials span an area 
which includes islands – Barbados, Jamaica, Trinidad, Martinique, etc. – as well as costal areas in mainland Central 
and South America.  

As students read and write about Caribbean literature, they will be developing voices of their own. “Voice” is a term 
for the personal qualities not only of one’s writing style but also of one’s speech. In this class, students will use that 
voice to participate in public debate by drafting articles to be posted on wikipedia and by recording some of their 
writing assignments as podcasts. Peer review may involve reading as well as listening to other students’ work.  

Principal texts

Donnell, Alison & Sarah Lawson Welsh, eds. The Routledge Reader in Caribbean Literature. NY & London: 
Routledge, 1996.  ISBN  0415120497 (paperback) 

Hughes, Derek, ed. Versions of Blackness: key texts on slavery from the 17th century. Cambridge (UK): Cambridge 
University Press, 2007.  ISBN 9780521689564 (paperback) 

James, C. L. R. Minty Alley. 1936. Oxford (Miss.): University Press of Mississippi, 1997. ISBN 
9781578060276 

Nunez, Elizabeth. Prospero’s Daughter. NY: Random House, 2006.  ISBN  0345455363 

Selvon, Samuel. Moses Ascending. 1975. London: Heinemann, 1991.  ISBN 9780435989521 

Overview of course 

This course is loosely divided into four units. In Weeks 1-4, the whole class will be reading, discussing and writing 
about the same thing. In Weeks 5-8, class time and homework assignments will be divided between the common 
syllabus (what everyone is reading) and preparation for your wikipedia article. Most class time in Weeks 8-16 will 
be spent on the common syllabus; some time will be devoted to making and listening to podcasts. The course thus 
combines individual work and group work with the goal of increasing the responsibility students take for their own 
education. The schedule for reading & paper deadlines will be distributed at the third class meeting.

Requirements 

• Office Hours Conference  One visit is required of each student early in the term. I encourage you all to come
often for other visits, even though they are not required!

• Class Participation  This means coming to class, always and on time, having thoughtfully prepared the material
for that day’s discussion, equipped with your reading notes, the right course materials, and your questions and
ideas. It further means coming to class prepared to respectfully listen to and engage with your peers’ spoken and
written thoughts. Your class participation grade includes overall preparedness for class meetings, your
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contribution to discussion, in-class and short take-home writing assignments, peer-editing workshop and other 
group assignments. These things together make up 15% of your grade. 

• Quizzes  Once per week, we will have a short answer quiz. I consider everything assigned to you and everything
discussed in class fair game for quizzes. The quiz grades together count for 15% of your grade.

• Papers  You will write one 1-page paper (5%) and one 2-page paper (10%). You will also write, peer-workshop,
and revise two 3-page papers (15% each). Lastly, your final 4-page paper counts for 25%. Thus, all told, the
papers in this class constitute 70% of your grade.

Attendance Policy & Guidelines for submitting your work 
Unless specified otherwise, all assignments are due as hard copies, at the start of class. Please submit work by email 
only if specifically requested to do so, or to show that you’ve met a deadline when you cannot physically deliver 
work on time. 

If you ever anticipate missing a class, please notify me by email and make arrangements to submit missed 
assignments. It is your responsibility to find out about missed assignments and complete them. Some in-class 
exercises, such as quizzes, cannot be made up for unexcused absences. Unless I approve an alternative arrangement 
with you in advance, late work will be penalized a full letter grade! Like a lab, this class is based on presence. More 
than three unexcused absences results in a failing grade. 

When submitting work by email, title your email “R1A” followed by the name of the assignment. The document 
attached to the email should be saved in Word 2003 or a prior version; the document title should include your name. 

Academic Dishonesty & Plagiarism 
As a student at Cal, you are responsible for knowing and abiding by the Student Code of Conduct (available online 
at http://students.berkeley.edu/uga/conduct.asp. All work submitted by you and that bears your name is presumed to 
be your own, original work. You may use others’ words or ideas only if you attribute them properly. This means that 
you identify the original source and extent of your use of the words or ideas of others that you use. 

This goal of this course is to improve your critical reading, thinking and writing skills. My accurate evaluation of 
these skills involves the assumption that your words and ideas are your own. Therefore, using other people’s ideas 
as your own, in addition to being forbidden in the Student Code of Conduct, interferes with the aims of this course; 
hence my zero- tolerance policy regarding plagiarism. The first time you use any words or ideas that are not 
your own without attributing them, whether in your papers or in-class writing assignments, you risk being 
failed for the course. Reproducing ideas you encounter in online study guides without attributing them, whether 
through direct quotation or paraphrase, constitutes plagiarism and is thus grounds for failure. Not to mention that 
those who rely on others’ ideas, rather than taking the intellectual risk and challenge to develop their own, will not 
improve as writers and thinkers and will thus probably fail even if they don’t get caught. If you are unsure of the 
expectations for completing an assignment, just ask before you turn in your work! I am more than happy to discuss 
these matters with you. 

Disability Accommodations 

If you need disability-related accommodations in this class, if you have emergency medical information you wish to 
share with me, or if you need special arrangements in case the building must be evacuated, please inform me as soon 
as possible by seeing me after class or making an appointment to visit office hours. If you are not currently listed 
with DSP (Disabled Students’ Program) but believe that you could benefit from their support, you may apply online 
at http://dsp.berkeley.edu.  
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Syllabus 

Week 1 
Tues., Jan. 22   Course Overview; in-class survey 
Thurs., Jan. 24 from Froude, The English in the West Indies (1888) and Thomas, Froudacity (1889) 

Paper 1 due (1-2 pg. diagnostic essay) 

Week 2 
Tues., Jan. 29 from Froude, The English in the West Indies (1888) and Thomas, Froudacity (1889) 
Thurs., Jan. 31 Froude & Thomas; from Hughes, “Introduction” and A. Behn, Oroonoko  

Week 3 
Tues., Feb. 5 Oroonoko 
Thurs., Feb. 7 Oroonoko; from Hughes, Part Two: de las Casas (281-84); Gage (295-299); Ligon (300-
06) 

Week 4 
Tues., Feb. 12 from Hughes, Part Two: Godwyn (344-8); Hobbes & Hyde (360; 361-2); Locke (363-7) 

Paper 2 due (2 pgs.) 
Thurs., Feb. 14 wrap up Hughes; wikipedia assignments 

Week 5 
Tues., Feb. 19 from Routledge Reader: “General Introduction” (1-26); C. L. R. James, “Discovering 

Literature in Trinidad” (163-5); Brathwaite, “Jazz & the West Indian Novel” (336-343); 
Walcott, “The Antilles: Fragments of Epic Memory” (503-07); wikipedia 

Thurs., Feb. 21 wikipedia assignments 

Week 6 
Tues., Feb. 26 from Routledge Reader, “1900-29: Introduction” (27-41); Walter Jekyll, Preface to 

McKay’s Songs of Jamaica (1912; bspace). RR, McKay, poems on pps. 64-69; J. E. C. 
McFarlane, “Claude McKay” (97-99).  

Paper 3 due (3-4 pgs.) 
Thurs., Feb. 28 McKay; H. G. De Lisser, “Jane’s Career” (72-77); C. L. R. James, “Triumph” (84-90); 

wikipedia 
Paper 3 peer-review workshop 

Week 7 
Tues., March 4 RR, “1930-1949: Introduction” (107-27); Una Marson, poems on 128-29; “Quashie comes 

to London” (132-27); McFarlane on Marson (1956; bspace); wikipedia 
Paper 3 final due 

Thurs., March 6 RR: Vic Reid, “The Cultural Revolution in Jamaica after 1938” (177-181); Roger Mais, 
“Where the Roots Lie” (182-4); U. Marson, “We Want Books – But Do We Encourage Our 
Writers?” (185-7) 

Week 8 
Tues., March 11 Louise Bennett: “Jamaica Oman” (RR 145); “Jamaica Language” (1993; bspace); Morris, 

“On Reading Louise Bennett, Seriously” (RR 194-97); in-class short film, “Talk and more 
talk”; wikipedia 

Thurs., March 13 Bennett; wikipedia 
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Week 9 
Tues., March 18  C. L. R. James, Minty Alley 

Wikipedia draft article due (= Paper 4) 
Thurs., March 20 C. L. R. James, Minty Alley; wikipedia wrap-up 

Wikipedia article peer-review workshop 

Week 10 
Spring Break; NO CLASSES. 

Week 11 
Tues., April 1 C. L. R. James, Minty Alley 

Wikipedia article posting deadline (=Paper 4) 
Thurs., April 3 C. L. R. James, Minty Alley 

Week 12 
Tues., April 8 RR: “1950-65: Introduction” (206-21); Rhys, “The Day They Burnt the Books (237-42) & 

“Let Them Call It Jazz” (bspace); O’Callaghan, “The Outsider’s Voice” (RR 274-81); 
Welsh, “New Wine in New Bottles” (261-68) 

Thurs., April 10 Rhys, O’Callaghan, Welsh; discuss interest in / feasibility of making podcasts? 

Week 13 
Tues., April 15 RR: Swanzy, “The Literary Situation in the Contemporary Caribbean” (249-52);  “1966-

1979: Introduction” (282-97); poetry TBA 
Thurs., April 17 Samuel Selvon, Moses Ascending 

Week 14 
Tues., April 22 Samuel Selvon, Moses Ascending 
Thurs., April 24 Samuel Selvon, Moses Ascending 

Week 15 
Tues., April 29 Jamaica Kincaid, “A Small Place” (bspace); Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter 
Thurs., May 1 Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter 

Week 16 
Tues., May 6 Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter 
Thurs., May 8 Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter  (last class) 

Paper 5 (4-5 pps.) due 

**There is no final exam scheduled for this class. You have completed your work for R1A when you turn in Paper 5.** 

{ Above is syllabus as originally distributed. Below is revision made in conversation with students and distributed in 
Wk 12.} 
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Revised Syllabus for Weeks 13-16 

Week 13 
Tues., April 15 C. L. R. James, Minty Alley 

Rhys, “The Day They Burnt the Books (RR 237-42) & “Let Them Call It Jazz” (photocopy) 
Paper 3 (3 pps.) due 

Thurs., April 17 In-class peer-review workshop; Jhoanna Infante will facilitate in Kea’s absence 

Week 14 
Tues., April 22 Continue to discuss Rhys stories, plus the following from RR: 

“1950-65: Introduction” (206-21); 
Swanzy, “The Literary Situation in the Contemporary Caribbean” (249-52); 
“1966-1979: Introduction” (282-97) 

Revised Paper 3 due 

Weds., April 23 Screening of The Harder They Fall, write TBA details here:_______________________ 
If you can’t make the screening, you can watch the movie on your own at the MRC in 
Moffitt. 

Thurs., April 24 discussion of The Harder They Fall 

Week 15 
Tues., April 29 Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter 

** you are expected to finish the novel  for this class meeting! 

Thurs., May 1 Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter 
* deadline to submit draft résumés for optional workshop

Week 16 
Tues., May 6 Elizabeth Nunez, Prospero’s Daughter 

Thurs., May 8  last class – optional résumé workshop 
Paper 5 (4-5 pps.) due 

**There is no final exam scheduled for this class. You have completed your work for R1A when you turn in Paper 5.** 
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Comparative Literature R1B, Section 9 
Reading and Composition through the Reading of World Literature 

CCN 000000 

JOURNEYS, OTHERWORLDS, MONSTERS: 
REPRESENTING ORIGINS, BURYING MEMORIES 

Instructor: Kim Starr-Reid / xxxxx@berkeley.edu 
Office Hours: Wednesdays & Thursdays, 1:30-3:00 p.m. and by appointment 

Office Location: xxxx Dwinelle Hall 

The College of Letters and Science requires all undergraduates to complete the Reading & Composition requirement. 
Comp. Lit. R1B fulfills the second half of that requirement. The general goals of the course are to bring students’ 
reading, analytical, and writing skills up to the high standard suitable to future university work, and to teach students 
how to incorporate original research into their writing. Each department offering Reading and Composition courses 
designs its own framework for them based on the nature of its own discipline. This course represents one incarnation of 
R&C R1B that will both fulfill the University’s aims and introduce students to a coherent area of inquiry in Comparative 
Literature. 

STRANGE AND FANTASTIC WORLDS in literature produce wonder, humor, surprise, shock, terror, and—paradoxically—
basic identities. As narratives delve into these worlds and their monstrous inhabitants, as they enact meetings between 
“people like us” and exotic or monstrous figures, they also furnish safe narrative spaces, places in which to experiment 
with the tensions, memories, and ongoing concerns of individuals and communities. Stories of origin, such as the Aeneid 
(first century B.C. Roman) and Beloved (late twentieth century African American), envision the emergence of 
communities out of horror, trauma, violence, despair. They also seek to embed reasons for or strategies of survival, hope, 
justice. Both of these movements—the traumatic and the hopeful—involve the representation of the past, the molding of 
memory through a sort of narrative exorcism; and in this way they inform the very nature of the community itself. This 
section of R1B will examine, among other things, the interplay of here and elsewhere, “our” people and abject monsters, 
memory and forgetting, in several important works of western literature. 

Classroom activities will provide a theatre for students to test out their readings and try new ones, both individually and 
in collaboration with others. Significant class time and office hours will also be given to instruction in the skills of essay 
writing and critical thinking. Students should emerge from this class able to read a variety of text types analytically and 
critically; to distinguish valid interpretations or arguments from specious ones; to draft convincing interpretive 
arguments in clear, standard English; to read their own writing with a critical eye; and to give helpful, responsible 
feedback to colleagues on their written work. 

Readings 
Virgil, The Aeneid, translated by Stanley Lombardo 
Chrétien de Troyes, Yvain, translated by Ruth H. Cline 
Frederick Douglass, Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave 
Toni Morrison, Beloved 
Mary Shelley, Frankenstein 
Diana Hacker, A Writer’s Reference 
Reader, available at XYZ Copy 
Further materials posted at course Web site or shown in class 

Assignments 
Diagnostic paper (3 pages) 
Four graded papers ranging from 5 to 8 pages, increasing in length and sophistication; the third will be a comparative 
paper, the last will incorporate research activity 
Revisions of one or two previously graded papers, accepted until fourteenth week of class 
Daily homework page, except for days on which papers or drafts are due 

Grading 
Papers will be graded according to a standard rubric distributed to students at the beginning of the semester. The relative 
weight of the papers in the final grade is designed to reward improvement through the term. 
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Participation 10% 
Paper 1 (4-5 pages) 15% (on a single text) 
Paper 2 (4-5 pages) 20% (on a single text) 
Paper 3 (7-8 pages) 25% (a comparison paper) 
Paper 4 (7-8 pages) 30% (a brief review of research; particulars of assignment TBA) 
One or two papers substantially revised (see “Revisions” below) 

The final page of this syllabus outlines the readings and writing assignments to be completed by the beginning of each 
class meeting. You will notice that there are three thematic units. The following lists the topics, activities, and skills to be 
emphasized in each unit: 
UNIT 1 (6 weeks): Thesis, structure, argument; peer review, editing, revision; search strategies, close reading, critical 
reading. 
UNIT 2 (5 weeks): Reading and critiquing scholarly arguments; narrative structure and thematic effect; structuring a 
comparative paper. 
UNIT 3 (4 weeks): Presentation and discussion of student research in progress; incorporating research into writing; 
review of skills and course themes. 

COURSE POLICIES 

Classroom Climate 
I envision the class as a cooperative learning community, not merely a collection of atomized or competing individuals. 
Learning happens best in an atmosphere of active, mutual respect for all; in a setting favorable to experimentation and 
dialogue; and in a group that together agrees to a set of protocols for discussion and disagreement. The class members 
will come up with such a protocol the first week of the semester, and will have opportunities throughout the semester to 
give feedback on how the class is going and how to improve it. 

What Participation Means in This Course 
This course is structured as a series of designed and sequenced learning activities, both individual and collective. To 
participate effectively, students must prepare for class in advance (two to three hours for every hour of class time); attend 
class; take part in all assigned learning activities, including group activities, within the class period; and contribute to the 
classroom community with questions, observations, and information that respond to or challenge fellow students’ ideas 
(not just the instructor’s). 

Attendance 
Students are expected to be in class on time every time. If you must for any reason miss a class, please let me know in 
advance. Low attendance will bring down the participation grade. Sleeping in class will be considered a form of absence 
and will bring down the participation grade. Lateness of more that fifteen minutes to any session will be considered an 
absence. Repeated or consistent lateness will bring down the participation grade. 

Homework Guidelines 
Some piece of writing is due in each class meeting. When a draft or paper is not due, students must turn in a typed, 
double-spaced written text of one-half to a full page in twelve-point type with one-inch margins all around. Generally the 
instructor will provide a topic or task for the homework, but if she does not the students are expected to come up with 
their own. 

Formal Essay Format 
Formal essays (draft and final) must be typed in twelve-point Roman (or comparable font with serifs). (This is a font 
with serifs—the sticky-outies at the ends of the strokes. This is a font without serifs, and as a text font it is harder to read, 
especially when you face several pages of it.) Margins must be one inch on all sides; page numbers are to be provided in the 
margin; at least 23 lines must fit on each page; papers must be stapled and turned in as part of a portfolio (see below). 

Peer Review Workshops 
All students are required to produce suitably advanced drafts and participate in reciprocal peer review on each of the 
dates noted. Bring in two copies: one to use in the peer review session (your partner can mark this one), and one to turn 
in to the instructor. In general, the instructor will assign peer review partners in advance based on students’ 
characteristics and habits as writers. Students who absolutely must miss a peer review session are required to notify the 
instructor in advance. Failure to participate or failure to attend will affect the participation grade. 
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The Writing Portfolio 
Students are to turn their papers in to be graded in a pocket folder that contains the following: the graded diagnostic 
essay; all previous graded essays with instructor’s comments; the draft copy of the paper currently due on which the peer 
review commented; the clean, fully edited and proofread final draft; and the writer’s logs for all the papers turned in thus 
far. 

Revisions 
Students must substantially revise at least one, possibly two of their papers after the grade is assigned; successful 
revisions can improve the recorded grade by up to a full point (for example, C+ to B+). You must consult with the 
instructor in office hours before attempting the revision and come up with a revision plan. Only papers 1, 2, and 3 can be 
revised for grade improvement. Revisions will be accepted up to the fourteenth week of the semester. Earlier is better. 

Plagiarism 

Source: http://www.lib.berkeley.edu/TeachingLib/Guides/Citations.html#Plagiarism 

Late Papers 
This class is scheduled tightly to fit in a series of designed learning activities. Failure to turn assignments in on time puts 
the student at a disadvantage in all areas of the course. Late papers will not be accepted without grade penalty: one-third 
of a grade for each day late. However, to give students some flexibility to plan their academic work, I will accept from 
each student one paper up to a week late without penalty, subject to the following: the student must tell me before the 
day of the peer review session that he or she is taking advantage of this provision; the student must also arrange a peer-
review session with another student and turn in the peer reviewer’s comments as part of the portfolio. The purpose of this 
policy is to accommodate student planning, not to countenance procrastination. Any papers turned in late will also be 
graded late. 

Accommodation Policy 
Every student should find the class to be a suitable learning environment. University policy requires students needing 
accommodation for any disability to provide the instructor with a letter from the Disabled Students Program detailing 
what particular accommodations are necessary. 

E-Mail Correspondence 
Response time for e-mails sent to me may be up to 24 hours. It may take longer over weekends. 

Plagiarism is defined in the Berkeley Campus Code of Student Conduct as follows: 
"Plagiarism is defied as the use of intellectual material produced by another person without acknowledging its 
source. This includes, but is not limited to:  

(a.) Copying from the writings or works of others into one's academic assignment without attribution, or submitting 
such work as if it were one's own;  
(b.) Using the views, opinions, or insights of another without acknowledgment; or  
(c.) Paraphrasing the characteristic or original phraseology, metaphor, or other literary device of another without 
proper attribution." 

Plagiarism is a serious violation of academic and student conduct rules and is punishable with a failing grade and 
possibly more severe action. For more information, consult the following UC Berkeley website: 

Berkeley Campus Code of Student Conduct. University of California Berkeley: Student Judicial Affairs, 2001. 22 
January 2004 <http://students.berkeley.edu/sas/conduct.shtml>. 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 

Week Tuesday Thursday 
1 UNIT 1: MYTHMAKING AND MASTER TEXT 

Introduction; enrollment issues; close reading workshop; 
reading an epic 

Due: read Aeneid 1; turn in diagnostic paper 

2 Due: Aeneid 2-4; homework page as directed Due: Aeneid 5-6; homework page as directed 
diagnostic paper returned; writing workshop 

3 Due: paper 1 draft 
peer review workshop 

Due: paper 1 
writer’s log; library research session (location TBA) 

4 Due: Aeneid 7-10; homework page as directed 
Research workshop 

Due: Aeneid 11-12; homework page as directed 

5 Due: Yvain 1-3300; homework page as directed 
Paper 1 returned 

Due: Yvain 3301-4500; homework page as directed 
Reading literary criticism (article TBA) 

6 Due: Yvain 4501-end; lit crit article; homework page as 
directed 
Reading literary criticism 

Due: Paper 2 draft; peer review workshop 
Critiquing scholarly articles 

7 UNIT 2: THE UNDERSIDE OF TRIUMPH 

Due: Paper 2; writer’s log 
Research workshop 

Due: Narrative 1-50; homework page as directed 

8 Due: Narrative 51-140, homework page as directed Due: Narrative 141-end; homework page as directed 

9 Due: Beloved 1-70; homework page as directed 
Paper 2 returned; writing workshop 

Due: Beloved 71-120; homework page as directed 
Workshop on writing a comparative paper 

10 Due: Beloved 121-200; homework page as directed Due: Beloved to end; homework page as directed 

11 Due: Paper 3 draft; peer review workshop Due: Paper 3; writer’s log 
Research writing workshop 

12 UNIT 3: SPEAKING THE UNSPEAKABLE 
Due: Frankenstein 1-50; homework page as directed 
Research writing workshop 

Due: Frankenstein 51-120; homework page as directed 
Research writing workshop 

13 Due: Frankenstein 121-170; homework page as directed Due: Frankenstein 171-end; homework page as directed 
Paper 3 returned 

14 Due: Student research presentations (5-7 minutes each); 
homework page as directed 

Due: Student research presentations; homework page as 
directed  
Last day to turn in revisions of papers 1, 2, or 3 

15 Due: Student research presentations; homework page as 
directed 

Due: Paper 4 draft 
Peer review workshop 

Day of Final Exam: Paper 4 (research project) due 
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Research Paper 
Goals: Learn to locate materials in the Library 
Come up with a research question based on course materials 
Learn to evaluate library materials based on relevance to one’s research question 
Apply critical evaluation to library materials 
Apply insights from library materials to course materials 
Document others’ writings used in one’s own work 

Topics 
Find out something about the initial reception of one of the literary works read in class. 
Read an extra couple of articles or a book on trauma theory and apply the theory critically to one of the works read in 
class. 
Do close readings of passages involving monuments or memorials in two of the literary works read in class. 
Compare and contrast two different approaches to trauma theory, and come up with your own synthesis on the topic. 
Apply the methodological approaches used in class to a literary work not on the course reading list. 
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From	  General	  to	  Specific	  Objectives,	  with	  Assessment	  and	  Teaching-‐Learning	  Activities	  

General	  Learning	  Objective	   Specific	  Objectives	  in	  Service	  
of	  the	  General	  Objective	  

How	  to	  Assess	  This	  Kind	  of	  
Learning	  

Teaching-‐learning	  Activities	  
to	  Achieve	  This	  Learning	  

Objective	  

Resources	  

Students	  become	  competent	  
writers	  in	  the	  academic	  
context	  

Students	  know	  expectations	  
of	  academic	  writing	  at	  college	  
level	  for	  this	  discipline	  

Students	  can	  evaluate	  sample	  
essays	  in	  class	  
Students	  can	  describe	  the	  
main	  features	  of	  a	  successful	  
paper	  for	  this	  course	  
Students	  write	  good	  essays	  

Work	  through	  grading	  rubric	  
for	  course	  essays	  in	  class	  
Compare	  and	  contrast	  these	  
criteria	  with	  high-‐school	  ones	  
Students	  write	  reflective	  logs	  
about	  their	  writing	  

Sample	  student	  essays	  
Grading	  rubric	  
Handout	  on	  genre	  of	  
academic-‐interpretive	  
argument	  

Students	  write	  well	  organized	  
argumentative	  essays	  of	  4,	  6,	  
and	  8	  pages	  

Read	  their	  essays,	  evaluate	  
them	  based	  on	  a	  grading	  
rubric	  

Dissect	  a	  well	  written	  student	  
essay	  together	  in	  class	  
Share	  rubric	  with	  students	  
Discuss	  students’	  blocks	  to	  
writing	  at	  greater	  length	  

Sample	  student	  essays	  
Grading	  rubric	  
Relationship	  with	  students	  

Students	  effectively	  write	  
both	  abstractly	  about	  ideas	  
and	  concretely	  about	  details	  
in	  a	  coherent	  unity	  

Assess	  detailed	  analysis	  
passages	  in	  their	  papers	  
Assess	  connections	  between	  
analysis	  sections	  and	  
overarching	  assertions	  

Practice	  detailed	  analysis	  in	  
class	  in	  several	  ways	  
Group	  exercise	  moving	  from	  
large-‐scale	  assertion	  to	  details	  
and	  back	  to	  large-‐scale	  idea	  

Primary	  texts	  to	  analyze	  and	  
interpret	  
Motivating	  topic	  suggestions	  
Diagramming	  technique	  

Students	  can	  review,	  revise,	  
and	  edit	  their	  papers	  for	  
content,	  correctness,	  and	  
style	  

Student	  revision	  plans	  
Students	  turn	  in	  intermediate	  
drafts	  along	  with	  final	  draft	  of	  
each	  paper	  

Train	  for,	  conduct	  peer	  
editing	  using	  rubric	  or	  	  
specific	  protocol/worksheet	  
In-‐class	  team	  games	  using	  
writing	  manual	  

Writing	  manual	  
Rubric	  
Worksheets/protocols	  
Prepared	  games,	  prizes	  

Students	  write	  in	  a	  process:	  
generate	  ideas,	  plan	  a	  paper,	  
test	  the	  argument	  with	  
evidence,	  draft	  the	  paper,	  get	  
feedback,	  and	  revise	  

View	  work	  produced	  at	  each	  
point	  in	  the	  process	  
Talk	  with	  each	  student	  during	  
the	  process	  

Students	  talk	  to	  me	  in	  office	  
hours	  
Students	  show	  me	  outlines,	  
notes,	  and	  drafts	  	  

Time	  in	  office	  hours;	  
appointment	  slots	  
Drop	  box	  or	  Assignment	  tool	  
in	  bSpace	  

You	  might	  want	  to	  use	  the	  BLANK	  WORKSHEET	  on	  the	  next	  page	  for	  your	  own	  planning.	  
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General	  Learning	  Objective	   Specific	  Objectives	  in	  Service	  
of	  the	  General	  Objective	  

How	  to	  Assess	  This	  Kind	  of	  
Learning	  

Teaching-‐learning	  Activities	  
to	  Achieve	  This	  Learning	  

Objective	  

Resources	  
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In-Class Activities
Productive Homework Activities

What are we asking students to do when we "assign" a text? Told to read Heart of Darkness, a lot of freshmen and sophomores will 
read it the same way they read a novel for pleasure, to follow the plot. A student who feels confused might resort to an Internet 
search to see what others say about it, or rely on you as the instructor to make sense of it. Reading in this way is largely a 
receptive process.

But what are you hoping your students will do as they read? What intellectual and affective processes are you anticipating? And 
do you want them to do the same thing with an Ishmael Reed poem as with an ethnography? It's essential to think through the 
kinds of goals, procedures, and strategies involved, and how these differ among different kinds of text. As scholars we all 
internalize some reading procedures, and we may have trouble understanding that our students may not yet have developed this 
procedural knowledge. It helps them greatly when we make the procedures explicit to them.

In-Class Activities
When introducing a new text or genre, many GSIs provide a brief sample for students to analyze together in class. Instructors use 
these to demonstrate the kinds of questions they themselves ask when they analyze such a text or object. They direct questions 
to help students begin to articulate what's curious to them in the passage or object; they guide this discussion in the direction of 
some important tips that they have thought through beforehand. These tips the instructors compose as a handout, which they 
give to students to refer to in their first independent reading or analysis assignment.

It's helpful to return to these tips in class and expand on them throughout the semester. Keep the students focused on 
performing the procedures until they're second nature to them. You might give a workshop a bit later in the semester to 
consolidate the practices students have learned up to that point and link these practices to larger and more complex concerns 
and questioning patterns that interest well informed people in your field.

For more on reading tips and making tip sheets for students see Developing a Reading Heuristic or Guide for Students.

Productive Homework Activities
What kinds of activities teach students to interpret independently and to think of arguments about texts? We have several vague
ways of describing what students need to do with a piece of writing. Read actively, take a questioning stance, probe for underlying
assumptions, engage its complexity. While these work as guiding lights for some students, others need more concrete direction.
Suggest activities such as the following:

Mark the text: Use pencils and pens (highlighters tend to lead to purposeless and inarticulate recollections).
Make notes: Use post-its, notebooks, or computers to record questions and thoughts as you read.
Look up unfamiliar words and write synonyms for them in your text.
Write down key words, metaphors, and concepts.
Write a paragraph summary of the contents after you read a piece.
Write down what the text seems to want to achieve, and list strategies used in the text to achieve its goals.
Step back: How well does the text succeed, in the reader’s opinion? Locate evidence and explain your rationale.

Guided activities of reading can be posed as a set of processes in steps, with the understanding that readers may jump back to 
previous steps at any time: noticing, posing questions, looking up unknowns, making inferences, making connections, challenging 
assumptions, constructing interpretations, negotiating among interpretations, and revising interpretations. For an example of a 
sequence of class activities for a specific text, please see the slide show What Does "Reading" Mean? (pdf).
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Leading Generative Discussions
Most of the suggestions for discussion strategies offered in the Teaching Discussion Sections part of the Teaching Guide can be
used directly or adapted for use in reading and composition courses. We strongly encourage you to explore that section.

Here we highlight a few ideas for discussions that GSIs have developed specifically for difficulties in teaching R&C. Each GSI 
received a Teaching Excellence Award; the award essays are posted and accessible through the Award-Winning GSI Teaching 
Ideas and the links below. (Once you are on that page, you can click the "reading and composition" tag on the right to see all 
articles and essays on that topic.) Some of the ideas are pre-planned, semester-long teaching strategies;  are interventions in an 
already running class.

It's good to read through examples such as these from time to time and choose something to implement in your class. Students 
usually slump toward the sixth week of the term and could use a change of pace. If you teach on a Monday morning, plan 
activities such as group work often to wake students up and keep the class time useful for them.

Free in Theory: Teaching Gender in Historical Perspective
Gina Zupsich, French

Gina taught an R&C course that worked with gender theory. Most of her students resisted reading theory both because the 
reading was daunting and because they didn’t see the theory as relevant anymore -- they assumed that the problems it 
addressed were all in the past. Gina designed a step-by-step, in-class activity to help students connect theory with their own time. 
Gina first led students to list gendered traits and actions (which are masculine, which feminine?) in two music videos they watched 
together. The next step was for the class to work with two pages of a theoretical text and translate the crux into their own idiom: 
"Gender is an unstable identity, constructed and reconstructed in history to appear natural." Gina then had the class compile their 
individual lists of gendered behaviors into a single T-chart on the board and discuss how students knew these elements were 
masculine or feminine. At this point the students held their own cultural knowledge and the theoretical concept on gender in 
mind. Their next task was a synthesizing activity: to view the videos again, locating moments in which the female performers' 
gender crossings were resolved back into a stable, "natural" binary. With mounting enthusiasm students analyzed these moments 
and demonstrated that, in fact, the theory remained relevant in their own cultural milieu.

Making It Fun: Framing Literary Discussion as a Social Practice
James Ramey, Comparative Literature

James was concerned to structure his R&C course as a social (as well as intellectual) opportunity for his students. James had his 
students set up semester-long reading groups, each group responsible to take on one of the major authors on the syllabus. 
These became known as the Shelley Group, the Camus group, and so on. They were assigned to meet for an hour outside class in 
an atmosphere traditionally conducive to literary discussion -- a cafe or dormitory lounge -- with members taking turns recording 
the minutes. These they sent to James, who posted them to the class’s course website, and there students could read and  
respond to each other's literary conversations. Each group researched and gave a creative presentation on its chosen author the 
first day the class began working with that author. Students came to class with strong opinions about the texts and ready for lively 
debate; at the end of a class period people sometimes vow to carry the discussion further on line later in the evening. Though this 
system asked them for more off-campus work than most R&C courses, the students gave positive evaluations of it. Moreover, the 
system of framing literary discussion as a pleasurable social activity generated many long-term friendships among the students.

Becoming a Better Socrates
Benjamin Yost, Rhetoric

In the Socratic method of teaching, the teacher teaches through a series of questions to the desired conclusion. Benjamin's
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experience using this model highlights a problem with it: students may resist the process and want the instructor to stop using 
them and simply tell them what the point is. Although Benjamin prepared discussion questions carefully in advance of each 
session in order to bring students into a live process of inquiry and interpretation, students reported in evaluations their 
impression that discussions often wandered. They also suggested that Benjamin make the class even more GSI-centric by taking 
control of discussion and telling them the "right" interpretation of a text. Obviously this is not what an R&C course is for.

Benjamin's Teaching Excellence Award essay describes three major changes he made to his style of Socratic teaching. First, he 
stopped the discussion a few minutes before the end of the period to pull together the lines of inquiry in the discussion, 
addressing students' misperception of wandering. Second, he found ways to show the value of students' contributions by 
connecting them to create a framework of discussion. Finally, he capitalized on moments of disagreement or uncertainty in 
discussions by slowing the pace to validate differences and have students explore the assumptions made in advancing different 
points of view.

'Is Ariel the Same as the Little Mermaid?'
Selby Schwartz, Comparative Literature

This essay could be subtitled Performance as Interpretation. Class discussions are sometimes derailed because students resist 
the text at hand. Give them something imaginative to do with it, however, and they flourish. Selby found her students struggling 
with character motivations and plot turns in Shakespeare's Tempest; they seemed on the verge of dismissing the play, mocking it 
and "dispelling its magic for themselves." The title of Selby's TEA essay ("Is Ariel the Same as the Little Mermaid?") was one 
student's ironic jab at the play. Rather than abandoning them to their facile dismissal, Selby divided them into groups and gave 
them an interesting, multimodal task to do together. To each group she gave a few oddments as props; she sent them out of the 
classroom for twenty minutes to prepare to stage one episode in the play; then they put on their performance in class. The activity 
produced intense student participation, of course, but it also motivated some amazing student papers: "The stagings sparked 
interest in Caliban's use of language, in critiques of Prospero as an intellectual, ineffective ruler, in Ariel and Miranda's filial 
relationships to Prospero, and in the overlap between comedy and monstrosity."
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Teaching Composition Skills
This page provides a bit of background on ways composition experts have approached the teaching of writing. It then advocates 
an overall strategy for teaching writing that addresses students' motivation to improve their writing.

A Brief Introduction to Composition Pedagogy
In the mid-twentieth century the dominant approach to writing pedagogy focused on the written product. The practice required a
single, final draft, comprehensive error correction by the teacher on that draft, and summative comments justifying the grade
assigned. The teaching of writing was consigned to English and Rhetoric departments; it was assumed that such courses could
give students a generic or neutral set of good writing skills to apply to whatever writing tasks they might encounter in other
disciplines.

This traditional approach had drawn stiff critique by the 1970s and 1980s. The emphasis on eliminating error seemed adequate
for students who were already skilled writers, but instructors working with students who made a lot of errors in Standard Written
English found themselves pouring an excessive amount of time into voluminous markings and comments that students were too
overwhelmed to learn from. Improvement from one assignment to the next was minimal for all the effort put in.

Two important approaches have surfaced in the last few decades. One is process pedagogy, the other Writing Across the
Curriculum (WAC) and the closely related movement Writing In the Disciplines (WID).

Process pedagogy emphasizes that good writing is achieved not in a single pass but through a series of activities involving 
multiple writing sessions and student reflection. The process, as well as the product, is important. Students learn from feedback 
they receive on their work at different points in the writing process and learn to make improvements on their own. As UC 
Berkeley's College of Letters & Science guidelines put it, the R&C courses at UC Berkeley "emphasize the recursive nature of 
writing." Developing an idea, crafting a thesis, creating supporting arguments, writing a draft, review, revision, and proofreading -- 
with trips back through these steps as needed -- all receive instructional time, review, feedback, and practice in the composition 
course.

Some critics confuse process pedagogy with affective or experiential pedagogy, in which students focus on their own opinions
and lives in their writing. While process pedagogy can involve personal reflection, it is not at all necessary to remain there. Process
pedagogy need not exclude working with evidence, reasoning, and disciplinary knowledge.

WAC works from the insight that writing can deepen student learning in any discipline because writing provides opportunities to 
recall, explain, apply, analyze, synthesize, or evaluate material learned; WAC also supports teaching students to improve their 
writing in all courses, not just "composition" courses. Excellent resources for a range of learning-by-writing activities for all 
disciplines include Davis’s Tools for Teaching, Bean's Engaging Ideas, and the chapters on student writing in McKeachy and 
Svinicki's Teaching Tips.

WID, an offshoot of WAC, challenges the assumption in the traditional composition teaching model that any single department
(traditionally English) can train students in a generic or neutral set of writing skills. Anthropologists value different aspects of
writing from art historians, for example, and the style and formats students learn in their English classes might not be appropriate
for their majors in anthropology or art history. WID researchers investigate how writing happens differently in different disciplines,
the genres and discourses particular to individual fields, and (most especially) how to orient students to the writing tasks native to
a particular field.

At UC Berkeley, R&C courses are given in several different departments, reflecting the WID approach. GSIs in German,
Comparative Literature, Anthropology, Art History, African American Studies, and several other departments teach their R&C
students to read different sets of texts and to write somewhat different kinds of papers, though they share the goal that students
learn to devise persuasive analytical and interpretive arguments based on evidence in their formal essays. WID contextualizes the
process of writing within each discipline.
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Writing in a Genre
What kind of paper do you want your students to produce?

It often helps students if you are explicit about the features and rhetorical situation of the papers you want them to write. 
Remember that, in some entering students' experience, "academic essay" may call to mind a five-paragraph paper giving a 
summary or opinion. How can you bridge from their previous understanding of formal writing to the understanding they need to 
develop in your R&C course?

One strategy is to work with the idea of genres. The five-paragraph essay is useful in some contexts, but in college work students
are expected to write in multiple academic genres. What are the expectations of the genre you are assigning? You can make your
expectations explicit by working through a handout such as the one reproduced below and analyzing an example paper as a
class, using the description on the handout. This one emphasizes developing an intellectual voice and framework.

The Genre of Academic Interpretive Argumentation

Purpose
The task of an academic interpretive argument is to articulate a good case for seeing a text, or an event, or an artifact, in a particular way, using
best available evidence and valid reasoning.

Although in the school context it may sometimes seem that students write papers merely for an instructor to grade, really good essays explore
an interesting or puzzling question or idea that you can share with others.

Audience
Assume your audience is as well educated as you are, may take a different perspective, and wants to challenge their understanding by reading
your essay. In other words, you are an intelligent person in conversation with another intelligent person through your writing, and the topic
interests you both.

Assume that your audience has read the same primary text you have. You do not need to summarize the plot for your reader. Instead, refer to 
passages briefly -- just enough to let the reader know what passage you are analyzing -- and focus on what you have to say about the passage.

Interpretive Argumentation
Most really interesting questions or problems are complex and can be approached in a variety of ways. Multiple approaches are possible and
yield multiple ways to pose and answer questions. Good interpretive arguments explain why a topic represents a problem from a certain point
of view. Identify your argument and from what perspective it makes sense of the problem or question you have chosen.

While there may be many ways to approach a question, all possible answers are not equally good. Some arguments are more plausible and
validly presented than others, and some arguments may ignore important, relevant evidence. In developing your question or issue around a
topic, you discipline yourself to select the most relevant evidence and to use valid logic, and you anticipate questions your readers might raise
and address them as part of your presentation.

Any given essay in this genre does not necessarily reflect its author's permanent opinion on the topic; the essay is usually more like a snapshot 
of the author's best thinking at the time of the writing.

How would you describe the elements of an essay that make sense in your field?

It is also important to show students examples of essays or articles and analyze them closely for the traits you want (and don’t  
want) to see in students' work. The full-class discussion and analysis can be followed up with a small-group activity analyzing 
another short paper, or with a homework assignment in which students compare their own paper or draft with the description of 
the genre.
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Assignment Design and Sequencing

Vary the Stakes in Writing Assignments
Give students opportunities to write low- and middle-stakes assignments in preparation for the high-stakes assignments
(McKeachie and Svinicki, 192-204). Low-stakes assignments, such as minute papers or quick think pieces in class, help students get 
in the habit of writing in order to sharpen their thinking. Middle-stakes writing, such as one-page homework assignments, extend 
the writing/thinking process and require students to refine and edit their work a bit. Middle-stakes writing assignments are also a 
good medium for practicing particular writing tasks, such as crafting their reading response in the form of a direct paragraph or a 
particular set of sentence structures. The final drafts of formal papers that instructors grade constitute the high-stakes 
assignments for R&C courses.

A Pedagogically Valid Sequence
Sequence the writing assignments so that early low- and middle-stakes writings help students accumulate a number of small but
important skills or develop an idea by degrees before they take on larger projects. For example, you can ask students to address
particular kinds of questions in their low- and middle-stakes assignments that build toward the more sophisticated thinking you
want to see in the subsequent formal paper.

Be aware of the sophistication of what you are asking students to do on formal papers. Some students will experience enormous 
difficulty and frustration with their first paper if they have to compare two or three texts -- it's just too much material to handle 
right away. Instead, arrange assignments so that, for example, Assignment 1 analyzes how a single brief text produces one 
particular effect, Assignment 2 compares and contrasts two different moments in a larger work such as a novel, and Assignment 3 
gives a synthetic argument about a question that comes up in two or more different texts.

Teach Writing as a Process
Take time to teach students how to break down the process of writing, especially of more sophisticated or demanding papers. 
This is developmentally important for many undergraduates. According to the 2014 UC Undergraduate Experience Survey, when 
asked about obstacles to their academic success, 32% of the respondents reported poor study behaviors such as waiting to the 
last minute; 17% reported inadequate study skills such as not knowing how to start an assignment, how to organize it, or how to 
find help (frequently or all the time). Forty-one percent reported that they have occasionally, rarely, or never revised a paper 
extensively. (The 2014 survey was the most recent in which these questions were included.)

R&C instructors can address these problems in students' writing by teaching the steps of an assignment and providing 
intermediate due dates and feedback. Use homework assignments as venues for (for example) cultivating an idea, wrestling with a 
thesis, relating passages to the issue the thesis treats, and drafting an introduction. This also cuts down on plagiarism, since the 
students are showing you their work as they develop it toward a formal paper.

In devising research projects for second-semester R&C courses, lay out for students a series of steps and give them feedback on
selected steps. Topic choice, a short annotated bibliography, an introduction and outline, and a first draft are points at which you
might make comments and recommendations to students. If you make these steps into assignments that you grade, students will
be less likely to bypass the process method in their work.
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Review and Revision
See also Drafts, Edits, Revisions in the Writing section of the Teaching Guide for GSIs.

Some students mistakenly think that good writing is supposed to happen in a single sitting. Professional writers and academics 
learn otherwise. As one science professor has said, "A first draft confronts you with the nature of your own confusion on the 
subject. Revision gives you a chance to recover from the confusion" (quoted in Gottschalk and Hjortshoj, 64).

To produce good academic papers, students need to know how to revise drafts -- and to differentiate this activity from mere 
proofreading. While proofreading eliminates surface errors, revision addresses structures of thought and presentation. One 
effective teaching tool for this is to show a page of a former student's marked-up first draft along with the next draft, with 
substantive changes. (Of course, you need permission from the student, preferably in writing, to use his or her work, and it's 
best to present it to the class anonymously.)

Explain to students how to evaluate papers based on a rubric that places global-level issues first (elements such as a thesis or 
overall argument; relationship among sections; overall coherence), mid-level issues next (such as paragraph construction), and 
small-scale issues last (word usage, sentence-level correctness, faulty parallels). Give them class time to practice on their own 
papers individually, and on classmates' papers in peer review pairs. Then give them a few more minutes of class time to process 
the comments they have received.

An example of a peer review worksheet organized this way is available. There are two pages to the worksheet. The first is for 
the reviewer to write an evaluation of his or her partner's paper; the second is for the writer to sift through the reviewer's 
comments and make a revision plan.

A fuller discussion of managing drafts, revisions, and proofreading appears in the Writing section of the Teaching Guide for GSIs.
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Writer’s	  Name	  __________________________	  

Reader’s	  Name	  __________________________	  

Peer	  Review	  Worksheet	  

Instructions:	  Read	  your	  partner’s	  essay	  through,	  making	  notes	  about	  content.	  You	  can	  also	  
make	  marks	  on	  the	  draft	  itself.	  Begin	  by	  noticing	  the	  larger	  features	  of	  the	  essay	  and	  work	  
toward	  smaller-‐scale	  issues.	  Be	  ready	  to	  explain	  your	  concerns	  about	  the	  paper	  directly	  to	  its	  
author.	  You	  don’t	  need	  to	  do	  any	  proofreading	  since	  the	  draft	  you	  are	  reading	  is	  subject	  to	  
change.	  

Your	  thesis	  is:	  

Your	  major	  supporting	  points	  are:	  

Strengths	  I	  saw	  in	  your	  essay:	  

Things	  I	  didn’t	  understand,	  logic	  I	  didn’t	  follow,	  parts	  you	  should	  think	  about	  revising	  for	  clarity	  
or	  reader	  comprehension:	  

Something	  new	  I	  learned	  from	  your	  essay:	  
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Writer’s	  Name	  __________________________	  

Reader’s	  Name	  __________________________	  

Writer’s	  Response	  to	  Reviewer’s	  Comments	  

Which	  of	  your	  reader’s	  comments	  are	  most	  important?	  Consider	  the	  large-‐scale	  issues	  of	  your	  
essay:	  argument,	  logic,	  coherence,	  organization,	  persuasiveness,	  interest.	  

Which	  comments	  may	  have	  some	  value,	  but	  you’re	  not	  sure	  about	  them?	  

Which	  comments	  do	  you	  disagree	  with?	  Why?	  

What	  did	  you	  learn	  about	  your	  writing	  or	  about	  this	  particular	  paper?	  Strengths?	  Tendencies	  to	  
watch	  out	  for?	  

What	  discrete	  steps	  will	  you	  take	  next	  to	  revise	  your	  paper?	  When	  will	  you	  work	  on	  each	  step?	  
Make	  a	  concrete	  plan	  to	  follow	  for	  your	  revision	  process.	  	  

Issue	  1	  

Issue	  2	  

Issue	  3	  

Issue	  4	  

Proofreading	  
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Typical Writing Problems and GSI Strategies
The following list of common writing issues was created by a group of GSIs who were teaching or preparing to teach R&C courses.
What teaching and learning activities would you use to address the following issues? Where would you look for resources? It’s a
good idea to be on the lookout for materials that may help your students advance their skills in these areas.*

Simply recognizing these writing problems can be challenging, especially for GSIs who do their own confident writing by instinct 
and haven't had to explain the details until now.** Fortunately, the road from good writer to good writing instructor has been 
traveled by many GSIs who are eager to share their work with others.

R&C GSIs have developed a wealth of materials for their students to use in cultivating their skills as academic writers. The 
following teaching ideas and activities can serve as models for guiding a class through difficult processes. In each case, the GSI 
has designed the activity for a particular class and with that class's difficulties and content in mind. Feel free to modify them for 
your own teaching context.

Some of the materials can be found at the bCourses project site R&C Teaching Resources for GSIs. They are intended for use by
UC Berkeley GSIs and are therefore password protected. To gain access to this site, please email a request to the GSI Center and
we will add you.

If in the course of your teaching you have created learning activities that have succeeded for your students, consider posting
them on the bCourses project site or sending them to the GSI Center. GSIs often expend a lot of time re-inventing materials that
already exist, and they can benefit enormously from this kind of sharing.

Topic Choice
Paper is organized around too large a question to address well in the assigned page count, or around a kind of question that 
doesn't fit well in the course or the discipline.

Making and Supporting an Argument
To Risk an Argument: Tweeting towards Independent Theses in English R1B

Structure of Essay
If they have largely relied on the five-paragraph essay structure in the past, students will need instruction on how to deploy longer
papers and make them cohesive. At this stage students may not be sure what a successful essay for an R&C course looks like —
key features, quality of argument, audience address, use of evidence, and so on.

Thesis Statement
Students may need instruction on what counts as a productive thesis, how to develop one, and how to critique and improve one.
The necessity of a specific thesis statement, at what point in the paper it should be placed, and what sort of question it answers
can vary among disciplines.

An Epic in Miniature: Collaborations on a Thesis
Engaging with the Thesis Statement: Developing Metacognitive Skills in the Classroom through Peer Sharing, Peer 
Review, and Self-Review
To Risk an Argument: Tweeting towards Independent Theses in English R1B
Thesis Statement Pretest (at bCourses project site R&C Resources for GSIs -- for accesscontact the GSI Center

Structured Argument
Essay either contains several somewhat unrelated observations or points, or contains several quotations or summaries strung 
together with a mere generalization, or doesn't deliver the kind of argument the introduction promises, or fails to provide
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transitions that link one part of the argument to the next. The argument may be weak or inadequately explored.

Anatomy of an Essay
From Description to Analysis
X-Axis, Y-Axis, and Zzzz's: Plotting Narrative at 8 AM 
Rhetorical Stases and Topoi (pdf)

Use of Quotations
An essay shows ineffective incorporation of quotations into the student's sentence structure or argument; it may include 
tangential bibliographic references seemingly to look academic. Or it presents quotations in place of the student's own analysis.

Sources Into Evidence; or, Rethinking the Research Requirement in R&C Courses

Plagiarism
A paper uses someone else's ideas or words as if they were the student's own. Plagiarism can take the form of cutting and pasting 
bits of the writings of others and using them in one's paper without acknowledgement, turning in someone else's writing as one's 
own, or turning in a paper of one's own that was written for credit in a different class, without the permission of the instructor.

Ethical Engagement: Practical Solutions for Addressing Plagiarism in the Writing Classroom

See also Plagiarism in the Academic Misconduct section of the Teaching Guide.

Paragraph Structure
Paragraph divisions may appear random, or paragraphs may lack topic sentences, or they may address too many points, or they
may fail to link with the previous or following paragraphs in a logical way.

What Makes a Good Paragraph? (at the bCourses project site R&C Teaching Resources for GSIs)

Appropriate Tone
The tone is too colloquial, or the student has attempted to write so formally that the writing gets beyond his or her control.

A People's History of the English Language: Dialect Communities

Unfinished Papers
The paper has several points that have not been adequately thought through or linked, or the order of presentation is not clear,
or the paper needs thorough editing and proofreading.

Sentence Boundary Errors
There are frequent comma splices or run-on sentences, or confusingly combined complex/compound sentences, or sentence 
fragments. Punctuation mistakes are related to sentence boundary errors, not just "not knowing how to use a comma."

Incorrect Word Usage
Key words in the essay are misused; word choices lack precision; word choices have connotations the writer seems unaware of;
language may not be gender-inclusive.

Incoherent Writing
Writing is so unclear that it's difficult to know what the point is, or it is difficult to discern whether the paper is incoherent 
because the ideas are incoherent or because the writing is incoherent.

Stigmatizing Errors
Errors that skillful writers fluent in Standard Written Edited English would not make, for example lack of subject-verb agreement,
or lack of correct verb tense markers, or incorrect prepositions, or incorrectly used set-phrases.
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Stylistic Errors
For example, verb tense may shift unnecessarily between present and past; sentence rhythm may be choppy (all short sentences) 
or repetitive (same sentence structure used too often). The main claim may be buried in a prepositional phrase that's embedded 
in a dependent clause in a compound-complex, 80-word sentence.

Critical Objectivity and Sentence Style Improvement

Notes
* Of course, many composition handbooks also give instruction and exercises (see Handbooks and Guides for Students). On
this page we want to highlight ways UC Berkeley GSIs have addressed the specific population of UC Berkeley undergraduates.

** Materials are available for GSIs wanting a refresher on grammar to prepare them to discuss writing problems with students. 
For example, see Diane P. Freedman (1984), "Improving Sentences: Common Sentence Problems and Common Terms," chapter 7 
in Fredric V. Bogel and Katherine Gottschalk, eds., Teaching Prose: A Guide for Writing Instructors (New York: Norton), 216-60. See 
also the Additional Resources page at the end of this section.
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Celtic Studies R1B Starr-Reid 

7/29/2009 1 

Rhetorical Stases (singular stasis) 

The stasis of an essay is the central kind of question it addresses. The principal 
advantage of identifying a piece’s stasis is to know the range of its question. The 
advantage of focusing in on a single stasis in one’s own writing is that it helps the 
writer remain focused on the principal question and not feel obliged to answer every 
other kind of question that comes to mind on the topic. This is not an exhaustive list. 

1. Questions of fact or existence (did it happen? did she take the wallet?)
2. Questions of definition (what does “take” mean in this instance? borrow?

steal? acquire for safekeeping?)
3. Questions of evaluation (if she stole the wallet, how serious a crime is it?)
4. Questions of cause (why did she take it? are there extenuating

circumstances?)
5. Questions of proposal (what should be done about the theft? what will the

sentence be?)

In the context of a research project, and using the example of my topic, encounters 
between King Arthur and famous saints, here are some sample stases the project 
could address: 

1. Fact: Is there a voice against warrior violence in these texts?
2. Definition: Are we talking about protesting warrior violence or protesting war?

Protesting violence, or protesting Arthur’s unique actions? What could a
discourse of non-violence look like in texts about medieval saints’ lives?

3. Evaluation: How has ignoring medieval non-violence (assuming it was there)
misled us in our understanding of the Middle Ages?

4. Cause: Why have the voices of medieval non-violence been ignored in most
kinds of Arthurian literature and in critical commentary?

5. Proposal: If we establish that there were medieval voices protesting warrior
violence, what further re-evaluation of the medieval evidence needs to
happen?

Two studies done on professional research papers in literary criticism, one in the 
early 1990s and the other earlier this decade, found that scholars in this discipline 
mostly write about questions of definition and fact. Other academic disciplines can be 
expected to specialize in certain kinds of questions as well. 

What are the stases of the principal secondary sources you are using in your 
research project? What is your principal stasis in your research paper? 

Adapted from Joanna Wolfe, “A Method for Teaching Invention in the Gateway Literature Course,” 
Pedagogy 3 (2003): 399 – 425. http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/pedagogy/v003/3.3wolfe.html 
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Celtic Studies R1B Starr-Reid 

7/29/2009 2 

Special Topoi (singular topos) in Academic Writing 

A rhetorical topos in academic writing is a strategy for argumentation that is useful 
in a particular context. You have no doubt been using some of these already; get to 
know the others to increase your repertoire. The following is not an exhaustive list. 

1. Appearance/Reality. Example: On first glance the ending of Peredur simply
makes no sense. However, if one carefully traces the theme of family honor,
the tale’s ending brings about a complex and satisfying resolution.

2. Paradox. A paradox involves two apparent opposites that are actually
reconcilable or actually form part of a larger whole. It is a special case of the
Appearance/Reality topos.

3. Paradigm. Here one uses a body of knowledge or theory to interpret the text
under consideration. Examples: By applying postcolonial theory, we see in
Branwen a response to Norman domination of Wales and Ireland. By applying
mythological analysis, we find that The Wooing of Étaín is an instance of the
Celtic sovereignty myth and it criticizes the character Echu.

4. Ubiquity. Using this topos one takes up the fact that a certain motif seems to
be everywhere present in the primary text. Example: In Peredur the hero
runs into two of his uncles. The hermit who catechizes him also turns out to
be one of his uncles. Unknown to Peredur until the end, most of the key
characters are either uncles or children of uncles. Since this relationship is so
pervasive in the tale, it must be a key to understanding it.

5. Context/Intention. Here one makes an argument based on a careful analysis
of context: where does the text fit into a given background, and how does
that background help illuminate a particular point in the text? Example: The
law texts of early Ireland help us understand that Étaín isn’t commodified by
the naming of a bride price; instead, the bride price marks her social equality
to the groom, whose degree of social honor is also measured in the same
price. Professional critics no longer do much with intention, which involves
making an argument about the original intent of the author or text.

6. Social Justice. This can be considered a political form of the Appearance/
Reality topos; it is often used in conjunction with the evaluation stasis. An
argument using the social justice topos analyzes from the point of view of a
perceived injustice in the text.

7. Mistaken Critic. Here one argues that the other scholars one has read on the
topic have not yet come up with the correct reading. By contrast, the writer of
the present essay has.

Which of the topoi appear in your draft? What other topoi might be as effective or 
more effective in deploying your arguments? 

Adapted from Joanna Wolfe, “A Method for Teaching Invention in the Gateway Literature Course,” 
Pedagogy 3 (2003): 399 – 425. http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/pedagogy/v003/3.3wolfe.html  
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Working with Non-native-English-Speaking Writers
This is a companion article to "ESL" Writing: Frequently Asked Questions in the Working with Student Writing section of the 
Teaching Guide. Please read that article before this one.

GSIs often become concerned when they read student papers that don't seem to address the rhetorical intent of the 
assignment or that have pervasive linguistic errors. In R&C courses, and in other writing-intensive courses for which improving 
student writing is a major learning objective, how can GSIs best work with NNS (also referred to as "multilingual") writers? What 
level of intervention is realistic or sustainable, given the limits of the GSI's job description and time?

Academic English
Sorting Error Types
Strategies for Improvement

Academic English
Like some native-English-speaking student writers, some NNS writers seem to miss the intent of an essay assignment because 
they are unfamiliar with academic language and writing conventions when they start at Cal. Students' expectations align with 
their previous education and experience.

Some expectations appear to be culturally defined. American English academic essays are said to follow a linear path of
argumentation that lays things out clearly for the reader. In some other literary traditions, the path may seem serpentine or
recursive, and more demands may be put on the reader to make the connections and inferences. The best English academic
writing tends toward conciseness and plain style; some other rhetorical traditions strike one as more florid or allusive or lyrical. (It
is possible, of course, to be lyrical as well as concise in English.)

Two kinds of learning activities that address rhetorical expectations and make those expectations clear to students are are
contrasting passages that treat the same topic in two different modes, and making full use of pre-writing, drafting, and revision.

In a Celtic Studies course, students were given three one-page excerpts about ancient chariot warfare. One was drawn from a 
popular book, the second from an introductory textbook for a college audience, and the third from a research article in 
archaeology. Students noticed similarities in factual content, but also differences in tone, treatment of evidence, citations, degree 
of analysis vs. description, and ease of reading. Close attention to particular signal words or linguistic features, ones that 
shape the tone or signal a specific turn of an argument, can help NNS students or any student learning how to write in an 
academic register. The gains of this exercise can be extended by then having students try to write paragraphs in the first two 
modes, then describe their strategy for making each of the two paragraphs distinct. Having a few volunteers share their 
paragraphs and strategies with the class, along with other students' comments and your commentary and wrap-up, can bring the 
lesson further into students' way of writing and talking about writing.

In teaching pre-writing, drafting, and revision, you can give students permission to write initially in the forms and language that are
easiest for them (pre-writing as thinking on paper), then to translate their forming ideas into an increasingly appropriate academic
register in later stages. Once they have a draft or sketch of their paper, they can specifically reconsider the shape and linguistic
register of their essay, making the parts of it better fit the expectations of academic writing.

For more information on orienting students to your expectations for academic essays, please seeWriting in a Genre.

Sorting Error Types
Two pieces of advice up front: First, resist the urge to "correct" your students' writing. Students can learn to pick up
linguistic patterns, but total correction is not effective for learning. (It also takes up far too much of a GSI's limited time.) Second, 
try to hold realistic expectations for progress. Becoming fluent in a foreign language and becoming proficient as a writer (even in 
one's first language) are both highly complex activities requiring many years of effort; in one semester students are likely to make 
significant gains only if they receive targeted instruction and feedback on a limited number of significant writing issues.
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There are a couple of ways you can prepare yourself to give students effective feedback and well focused instruction. One is to
learn to apply a basic response “triage” for marking errors. The other is to target patterns of error that are more amenable to
change within a short term.

Triage
Just as first-aid providers with limited resources sort (triage) injuries and treat the most life-threatening conditions first, before
moving on to less grave problems, GSIs with limited time and energy can help students out by addressing the gravest of their
writing issues first and leaving other issues for later. Or, to put it positively, concentrate on the changes that will yield the biggest
gains for the student’s future academic writing. This approach is also recommended with native-English speaking students’
writing. Composition specialists often recommend the following ranking of issues:

Stigmatizing errors (the reader perceives the writer as an outsider on some level — e.g., social or professional — and becomes
less likely to find the writing persuasive)
Errors that interfere with coherence (the reader becomes confused or misunderstands the writer’s point)
Errors that may irritate readers but do not necessarily stigmatize or interfere with coherence (many instructor pet peeves fall
into this category)
Other errors that do not stigmatize, interfere with coherence, or irritate readers

When you run across a pattern of error, before marking anything, consider why it bothers you and which category it fits into.

Amenability to Correction
In addition to sorting out the severity of error patterns, consider which ones are relatively easy for students to change. (Early
success with one pattern can help motivate work with other, more difficult patterns later on.) In general, patterns that are easier
to change are rule-governed, are relatively easy to explain, and don’t have a lot of exceptions.

Examples of errors that are amenable to change
(the writer can make quick, recognizable progress)

Subject-verb agreement (plural with plural, singular with singular)
Sentence structure and boundaries (basic subject-predicate pattern bounded by capital and period)
Disciplinary terms or other very frequently used expressions about a topic
Use of the wrong form of a word (noun-verb-adjective-adverb, e.g., ease-ease-easy-easily)

Examples of errors that are difficult to change
(student and instructor effort are not so quickly rewarded with obvious progress)

Prepositions. These don't translate consistently from language to language and are notoriously difficult to learn for non-native 
English speakers (see Prepositions for Time, Place, and Introducing Objects). Tip: Often a verb is associated with a particular 
preposition, so it can be helpful to think of some preposition errors as phrasal verb errors (see Phrasal Verb Dictionary). 
Count/noncount nouns. "Chair," for example, is a count noun; more than one requires a plural, "chairs." "Furniture" is a 
noncount noun and can refer to any number of items. These often have to be learned rotely, one by one (see Count and 
Noncount Nouns).
Absence or misuse of articles, i.e. a, an, some, and the (see Using Articles).
Idioms. These expressions or set phrases have to be learned individually, by rote.

Strategies for Improvement
Once you identify a pattern of error, you have a choice of strategies to recommend to students to learn to correct their writing.

To keep a log of errors or error patterns they are working on (just a few things at a time); this log can also function as a checklist
for student proofreading. A student might make an entry, for example, of a particular sentence or group of phrases you marked
on his or her paper where the error occurs.
To look up rules about a pattern you have marked, in a reliable reference work, and to apply the pattern correctly to the marked
sentences.
To work with a tutor to master patterns that you have marked in their paper. Working through a pattern with an instructor or
tutor has been shown to increase the likelihood of student self-correction. Tutoring for R&C students is available from the
Student Learning Center, Academic Services in the Residence Halls, and the Athletic Study Center. (Please see the Additional
Resources page.)
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In general, students can also catch errors by reading their papers aloud and correcting parts that don't sound right, before 
turning them in. Often writers don't notice an error unless they hear it. They can also ask a friend or roommate who is unfamiliar 
with the essay to read it aloud. For an even more objective voice, they can have their computer's speech synthesizer read the 
paper aloud. Whereas humans tend to automatically gloss over mistakes when they read aloud, a computer will read exactly what 
the student has written, so errors are more obvious.

Note that while the some of the issues that commonly arise may be different between multilingual and monolingual student 
papers, many of the strategies that are effective with non-native English speakers' writing are also effective with native English 
speakers' work; the converse is also the case.

For a list of resources available to GSIs and to their students, please see the Additional Resources page.)
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Responding to Student Writing
As you craft comments to respond to student writing, you need to address students with a variety of attitudes toward writing as 
well as skill levels. Some students have never felt good about writing or simply have little motivation around it. Part of an R&C 
GSI's job is to respond to students' writing in ways that help them focus positively and purposefully on improvement.

For additional tips, see Grading Essays and Writing Comments on Student Work.

Promote Students' Self-Efficacy as Writers: Some Background
The concern for student self-efficacy addresses students' motivation to learn and to take charge of their role as learners. It refers 
to students' belief that they are capable of achieving a desired level of performance that will affect their lives (Bandura). An 
extreme example of a student with low self-efficacy in a writing class would be someone who assumes that her failure or success 
(the grade on a paper) is either entirely up to the subjective judgment of the instructor or fated by her perceived inefficacy ("I'm 
just a bad writer").

A student with high self-efficacy believes that she can learn what the instructor expects and understand why those criteria are
important. If you show a grading rubric to a student with high self-efficacy, she will begin taking in the assessment criteria
immediately, asking questions, and seeking examples to learn from.

A student with low self-efficacy may feel overwhelmed and -- because of the way she feels rather than any intellectual 
shortcoming -- shut down on the subject. This student needs convincing that although writing is a complex activity, it involves 
particular skills she can work at to improve her performance in concrete ways. She needs encouragement to take charge of 
developing her skills, especially in the competitive environment of UC Berkeley.

You as an instructor facilitate students' skill development by giving them the criteria you will use to evaluate their writing, giving 
frequent feedback on their writing, responding sparingly and strategically to their formal essays, and having students comment 
reflectively on their own writing.

Implications for Response to Student Writing
First, when you introduce your grading rubric for student essays -- you may prefer to call it features of successful academic essays 
-- give the class opportunities to work with it. Aim for a high level of facility with the criteria. Think through the different ways 
students need to "know" them -- not just being able to define "thesis" and "argument," but being able to apply the criteria to 
concrete examples of theses and arguments to evaluate their effectiveness. Set the activities up in such a way that every student 
has to take part and you can assess everyone's ability to apply the criteria. Peer review training is the most obvious activity you can 
use here, but create opportunities for students to start applying at least the more global criteria (e.g., argument, coherence, tone) 
as they begin writing their first paper. You can then introduce peer review sessions on subsequent papers to highlight other 
criteria in your grading rubric (without neglecting the ones students have already worked with).

Second, be sure to give frequent and specific feedback to students on their writing. Since frequent brief written homework is 
expected for R&C courses, you can easily do this. For those students who appear discouraged, make a point of telling them what 
they're doing well in their writing as well as some specific feature that they can improve fairly easily (such as breaking up 
extremely long sentences or constructing a direct paragraph). Recognize when they start getting that feature right and 
congratulate them on their success.

Third, be strategic in the way you phrase marginal and final comments on their papers. Make it clear that you're a reader 
interacting with the writer's work and that the writer remains responsible for that work. Posing questions is often more useful 
than declaring judgments. So for instance instead of writing "Tangent!" try "How does this fit with your main argument?" 
Instead of jotting down "wrong word" or "awkward," ask whether the phrase means one thing or another. And choose your 
comments sparingly -- address just a few patterns of error, not every kind of error, and mark no more than three per page. 
Otherwise the student becomes overwhelmed and has trouble deciding what to work on.
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One more step can help students develop the sense that they are in charge of their ongoing development as writers: guided 
reflection. Have students keep a writer's log, and require them to make certain entries during class. Good questions to address 
include what aspects of writing they like or feel good about, and why; what aspects they know they need to improve, and how they 
might go about that improvement; what processes or physical environments are best for them when composing; what sorts of 
things get in their way. It's especially useful for them to make an entry when turning in a draft or receiving feedback. If they've just 
undergone peer review, have them use journaling to process their reviewer's comments and come up with a writing or revision 
plan -- what issues will they address in their revision? -- and scheduling a time (or multiple sessions) to do the revisions. In this way 
students get used to regarding their writing as a craft they work at that can be analyzed without threatening their self-worth. The 
students' comments join yours as useful feedback on the quality of their writing.

Source Cited
Bandura, Albert (1994). "Self-Efficacy." In V. S. Ramachaudran (Ed.) (1998). Encyclopedia of Human Behavior vol. 4, pages 71-81. 
New York: Academic Press. (Reprinted in H. Friedman [Ed.], Encyclopedia of Mental Health. San Diego: Academic Press). Available 
at P-20 Motivation & Learning Lab.
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Handbooks and Guides for Students
Alongside the primary texts for a course, writing handbooks are extremely helpful in an R&C course. There are several kinds of
resource books available to assist students in learning to write academically. Some departments order a standard text for R&C
courses; other departments leave the choice to the GSI. You should check with your department. In addition to the information
below, GSIs are encouraged to ask experienced colleagues how they evaluate the handbooks they have used.

If you are ordering textbooks for a course, please bear in mind the cost to students. Some textbooks are very expensive, but
expenses can be shaved by using an earlier edition or making sure an electronic edition is available. Electronic editions are also
helpful for some students with disabilities. The Center for Teaching and Learning Textbook Affordability & Accessibility page
introduces campuswide deadlines for placing orders and provides tips for instructors and students.

Grammar and Writing Handbooks
Manuals of Style 
Reference Guides
Textbooks for Analysis and Argumentation

Grammar and Writing Handbooks
While some GSIs prefer to wing it on explanations of grammatical points, students find a GSI’s explanations easier to accept and
understand if the material is backed up by a reference book students can use. In the long run, you want them to learn to find
answers to their questions themselves, so assigning a handbook makes sense. Require students to procure a particular writing
handbook, and show them how to use it. Using the handbook in class activities is essential; increasingly, students opt out of
procuring course materials that they do not see being used. Several serviceable textbooks are available; look at samples or ask
experienced GSIs about which ones they use. (The GSI Teaching & Resource Center has a few on hand to examine.) Think about
the kind of manual you want to use: a writing or composition manual with exercises, a guide to style, or an introduction to analysis
and argumentation.

Whatever manual you choose, get to know it intimately so you are ready to talk about specific common mistakes, examples of 
good writing, and important stylistic features. Show students how the book is organized. Create some learning activities that get 
students using the handbook in class so that they know how it can benefit them. Ask them to locate where in the book to find 
answers about (for example) how to combine sentences without creating comma splices, or when to use "which" or "that" in a 
relative clause. You can come up with several questions like these based on their formal papers (address pervasive errors), and 
make a team competition out of the lookup exercise. Bring some simple, inexpensive kind of prize for the winning team. When it 
comes time to address types of errors on their essays, you can refer to the relevant sections of the handbook to see detailed 
explanations and examples in their own study time.

A few examples of grammar and writing handbooks:

Crews, Frederick. The Random House Handbook. New York: McGraw-Hill. Out of print; many editions available. Solid volume with 
clear explanations of stylistic as well as grammatical and punctuation issues. Still available and worth looking at for your own 
preparation if not for your students.

Hacker, Diana. A Writer's Reference. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin's. Well organized; gives samples of papers in MLA, APA, and 
Chicago styles. Exercise modules and resources for multilingual writers are available in some editions or on line for a 
student-paid fee. Available in many editions. 

Lunsford, Andrea. The Everyday Writer. Boston: Bedford/St. Martin's. Available in many editions. Similar to Hacker's material; 
Lunsford's explanations are perhaps a little more accessible. Has samples of papers in MLA, APA, Chicago, and CSE styles.
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Manuals of style move beyond eliminating error to address the mode of expression in students' writing: how effective (or 
distracting) is their prose in conveying a particular idea? What alternatives should they consider? Some examples:

Glaser, Joe (2016, 2010, 1999). Understanding Style: Practical Ways to Improve Your Writing. New York: Oxford University Press.

Kolln, Martha (2012). Rhetorical Grammar: Grammatical Choices, Rhetorical Effects. 7th ed. New York: Pearson Education. This
interesting volume addresses non-native English speakers' writing and gives sample worksheets you can use with students.

Williams, Joseph M. and Joseph Bizup. Style: Ten Lessons in Clarity and Grace. New York: Longman. Several editions available.

WriteLab. WriteLab is a Berkeley-born online tool that analyzes students' drafts and gives feedback at the stylistic level
concerning clarity, cohesion, concision, elegance, logic, emphasis, and coherence. It also links marked portions of their essay to
explanations in the website's style manual.

Reference Guides
A different kind of manual yet is a simple reference guide. These books do not help much to teach writing, but they do give
correct formatting and concise explanations of style and source citations. A couple of examples:

MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers, 8th ed. (2016). New York: Modern Language Association of North America. An
introduction to doing library research as well as the logic and mechanics of source documentation.

Turabian, Kate L. (2013). A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Theses, and Dissertations: ChicagoStyle for Students and Researchers , 
8th ed. Revised by Wayne C. Booth, Gregory G. Colomb, Joseph M. Williams, and the University of Chicago Press Editorial Staff. 
Chicago: University of Chicago Press. Turabian/Chicago style is appropriate for several disciplines. This volume incorporates 
Booth et al.'s substantial Craft of Research, a highly valuable resource on the development and write-up of research projects for  
undergraduate and graduate students alike.

Textbooks for Analysis and Argumentation
Many GSIs work with students using an introductory guide to analysis and argument. (Some departments decide on a textbook
and make sure GSIs get a copy.) Some examples:

Graff, Gerald, and Cathy Birkenstein (2014). They Say, I Say: The Moves that Matter in Academic Writing, 3rd ed. Helps students
identify common rhetorical moves in academic readings and frame arguments in their own writing.

Rosenwasser, David and Jill Stephens (2014). Writing Analytically, 7th ed. Boston: Wadsworth. Gives many good models for
introducing students to critical reading and analysis.

Weston, Anthony (2008). A Rulebook for Arguments. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing. Several editions available. This slim book 
provides a quick, traditional introduction to valid and invalid forms of argumentation.
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See also the Additional Resources page in Working with Student Writing.

Web Resources on Student Writing
"ESL" Writing: Frequently Asked Questions Books 
on Student Reading, Writing, and Thinking Guiding 
Student Research Papers
On-Campus Support for Student Writers
Course Readings and Copyright
Grant Opportunities for GSIs Teaching R&C Courses

Web Resources on Student Writing
Center for Teaching and Learning, UC Berkeley. Teaching Resources: Reading & Composition. Web portal to a wide array of
resources for R&C instructors.

College Writing Programs, UC Berkeley. Click upper-right “Resources” tab for separate lists of on-campus and off-campus
resources.

Purdue University Online Writing Lab (OWL). Materials for students and instructors.

Tollefson, Steve (1988). Encouraging Student Writing. Berkeley: Office of Educational Development, University of California.

WriteLab. WriteLab is a Berkeley-born online tool that analyzes students’ drafts and gives feedback at the stylistic level
concerning clarity, cohesion, concision, elegance, logic, emphasis, and coherence. It also links marked portions of their essay to
explanations in the website’s style manual.

The Writing Center at University of North Carolina. Materials for students and instructors. See faculty resources and handouts
tabs at upper right.

Working with NNS Writers
Center for Teaching and Learning, UC Berkeley. Resources for Non-Native English Speakers.

Ferris, Dana R. (2003). Response to Student Writing: Implications for Second Language Students. Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates.

Leki, Ilona (1992). “Responding to ESL Writing.” Chap. 10 in  Understanding ESL Writers: A Guide for Teachers. Portsmouth, N.H.:
Boynton/Cook Publishers. See GSI Teaching & Resource Center’s printed Teaching Guide for Graduate Student Instructors, 155–60.

Silva, Tony J. and Paul Kei Matsuda (2001). Landmark Essays on ESL Writing. Mahwah, NJ: Hermagoras Press.

UC Berkeley College Writing Programs Multilingual Student Writing Consultant for R&C Instructors. Available to discuss
specific issues in working with multilingual student writers.

Books on Student Reading, Writing, and Thinking
Bean, John C. (2011). Engaging Ideas: The Professor’s Guide to Integrating Writing, Critical Thinking, and Active Learning in the
Classroom, 2nd ed. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Available at the GSI Teaching & Resource Center.

Bogel, Fredric, and Katherine Gottschalk, eds. (1988). Teaching Prose: A Guide for Writing Instructors. New York: Norton.

Crews, Frederick (1992). The Random House Handbook, 6th ed. New York: Random House.

Davis, Barbara Gross (2009). “Helping Students Write Better in All Courses.” Chap. 34 in  Tools for Teaching, 2nd ed. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Hard copy available at the GSI Teaching & Resource Center.

Gottschalk, Katherine and Keith Hjortshoj (2004). The Elements of Teaching Writing: A Resource for Instructors in All Disciplines. New
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York: Bedford/St. Martins. Available at the GSI Teaching & Resource Center.

Hedengren, Beth Finch (2004). A TA’s Guide to Teaching Writing in All Disciplines . New York: Bedford/St. Martins. Available at the GSI
Teaching & Resource Center.

Walvoord, Barbara E. Fassler (1986). Helping Students Write Well: A Guide for Teachers in All Disciplines. New York: Modern Language
Association of America.

Guiding Student Research Papers
Booth, Wayne C., Gregory G. Columb, and Joseph M. Williams (2008). The Craft of Research, 3rd ed. Chicago: University of Chicago
Press.

Harvey, Gordon (2008). Writing with Sources: A Guide for Students. Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc.

UC Berkeley Library. Tutorials. Short videos on conducting library and Internet research.

UC Berkeley Library. Instruction Sessions in the Library for R&C Courses (instruction request form).

UC Berkeley Library. Guide to Creating Effective Research Assignments.

University of Toronto, Reading and Researching.

On-Campus Support for Student Writers
Student Learning Center Writing Program. Tutoring available for R&C students on drop-in and appointment bases.

Academic Services in the Residence Halls: Tutoring. Writing tutors available for students in the residence halls on a drop-in
basis; drop-in hours posted at website.

Athletic Study Center. Individual and group tutoring for student athletes.

Course Readings and Copyright
Association of Research Libraries. Know Your Copy Rights: What You Can Do.

UC Berkeley Library. Copyright in Teaching, Research, and Publishing.

UC Berkeley Library. Online Reserves and Fair Use. Options for using bCourses and other course websites to provide free or
low-cost access to readings for your students.

Grant Opportunities for GSIs Teaching R&C Courses
Program administered by the GSI Teaching & Resource Center:
Course Improvement Grants for GSI-Led Sections. Provide modest funds for projects that will enhance student learning and
increase a GSI’s teaching effectiveness.

Programs administered by the English Department, but open to GSIs teaching R&C in any department:
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr. Course Development Grant. Provides funds to cover specific expenses incurred by graduate student
instructors to develop new features for their Reading and Composition classes.
Daniel E. Koshland, Jr. Professional Self-Development Grant. Provides funds to cover specific expenses incurred by graduate
students in the course of self-development as teachers of writing.
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